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ABSTRACT
Ten authorities in the field of aphasia attended a

2-day workshop to discuss the vocational rehabilitation problems of
the aphasic patient and to develop guidelines which could be used by
the vocational rehabilitation counselor in planning rehabilitation.
Presentations were made by L. Kaplan, D. McGeachy, M. Sarno, S.
Ainsworth, R. L. Milisen, J. Eisenson, J. Simonson, D. Boone, H.
:;chuell, and M. Buck on these t,.)pics; (1) a review of literature
concerning vocational rehabilitation problems of the aphasic patient,
(2) the role of the speech pathologist, speech clinic, vocational
rehabilitation counselor, state and federal vocational rehabilitation
agencies, and ether professional personnel in dealing with the
problems of and providing services for the aphasic patient, and (3)
associated psychological, social, physical, receptive, and expressive
language problems of the aphasic patient that interfere with
vocational rehabilitation. Emerging as the central theme in these
papers was the emphasis on the aphasic individual--his needs,
desires, and ambitions and how the clinician can help him. The
counselor need s to work toward helping the patient develop
vocational and other interests and activities that are within his
limitations. (SB)
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FOREWORD

The Rehabilitation Services Administration is pleased to present
this document which reports a workshop on the vocational rehabilita-
tion problems of the patient with aphasia, another milestone in the
efforts of the State-Federal vocational rehabilitation program to pro-
vide services to a long neglected disability group.

In this first workshop of its kind, ten authorities in the fiild of
aphasia wore brought together to discuss the vocational rehabilitation
problems of the patient with aphasia, and to develop guide lines which
could be used by the vocational rehabilitation counselor to facilitate
his task in planning the rehabilitation of his aphasic client. The par-
ticipants have successfully accomplished these goals within the con-
text of their papers.

Their accumulated knowledge and experience provide the reader
with lucid explanations, in nontechnical language, of a most complex
subject which will do much to reduce the misunderstandings that have
kept the aphasia patient from achieving his potential and from making
a substantial contribut ion to society.

In reading these proceedings I am once again reminded of these
words of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.:

"To live is to function.
That is all there is to living."

This is the purpose to which vocational rehabilitation is dedicated.
In its own way, this publication will help us to move closer to the ful-
fillment of the thought so aptly expressed by Mr. Holmes.

We must combine our affluence and our great technical knowledge to
utilize our total resources so that we can restore to the asphasic patient
all the physical and mental and occupational function ho can achieve
toward a life which has, for him, true meaning.

Through the Communication Disorders Branch of the Division of
Disability Services, the RSA is proud to have been a principal mover
in this workshop. It is only the beginning, but a very substantial first
step in the development of a body of appropriate guides for vocational
rehabilitation services for the aphasic client,

My special appreciation goes to the sponsoring institution, Western
Michigan University, aid to all those persons who did so much to
make this document prftible.

JOSEPH HUNT,
Oommiegoner, Reirabilikaion Service.,

Administration.
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INTRODUCTION

This document provides the first comprehensive coverage of the
major problem areas concerning the vocational rehabilitation of the
aphasic patient as seen by t'n authorities in aphasia and should help
the vocational rehabilitation counselor, the speech pathologist and
others to increase their understanding and appreciation of these
problems.

It has been estimated that 2 million Americans are handicapped
to some degree by strokes which cripple more adults than any other
ailment. This is not surprising when we realize that strokes are the
third-ranking killer of our timeresulting in the death of nearly
200,000 persons every year. For those who survive, there may be dis-
astrous impairments such as paralysis, or the loss of speechaphasia
which is the primary concern of these proceedings. Strokes are a
major cause of disablement for the estimated eight million Americans
on any day of the year who suffer from aphasia in various degrees,
ranging from severe to mild.

The Rehabilitation Services Administration is acutely aware of
the need for the expansion of services to the aphasic. The fact that
about eight of every 10 stroke victims survive the acute initial phase
of the disease, and that many live for some years thereafterusually
is a seriously disabled condition in which aphasia may be promi-
nent brightens our sense of responsibility to make vocational rehabil-
itation services available to all who may benefit from them.

There exists within the program of vocational rehabilitation a vast
reservoir of services available to the physically or mentally disabled
person. However, the vocational rehabilitation of the aphasic has not
kept pace with the advances made in other disabilities. While the
Rehabilitation Services Administration is proud of its achievement
of having successfully rehabilitated more than 173,694 handicapped
persons in 1907, we are not happy with the number of aphasic patients
rehabilitated. Only 283 of the_e persons were aphasics and of this
number 98 were reported as having aphasia as the major disability
resulting from stroke. The remaining 185 were reported as having
aphasia rs a secondary disabling condition resulting from stroke.

The need to concentrate our efforts to provide comprehensive Krv-
ices to the aphasic patient becomes apparent, A concerted effort must
be made to coordinate and utilise ell existing resources within a com-
munity and to develop additional resources if neemsary, to restore
the aphasic patient to his rightful place within his family and in
society.

Emerging as the central theme in theme papers is the emphasis on
the individual. What are his needs, his aspiration.% ambition% and
desires? How can those who come in daily contact with him, from
the clinician to his family and friends, help him to fulfill these needs?

(1)
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These proceedings reveal a deep awareness of the burden placed upon
the families of those whose loved ones are afflicted, as well as a deep
sensitivity for the aphasic whose feeling* of despair and loss of dig-
nity as a result of his affliction are beyond calculation.

The point is made very clear in these papers that man is above all
else an individual and that he has a separate identity with needs
unique to his own personality. We should not permit the aphasia
patient to lose this identity in the vast category that we choose to
label as "aphasic."

Indeed, there are as many types of aphasia as there are aphasics.
Each victim reacts differently to this traumatic disability which may
virtually wipe out his previous existence. Suddenly he is faced with the
challenge of building a new life. Salvaging as much of his past as is
humanly possible, he builds upon it a meaningful present and future
for himsaf.

When the counselor understands and accepts the uniqueness of this
disability, the problem of rehabilitation is placed in proper perspective
for him. The responsibility is now placed on the counselor to change his
treliticoal concept of work for earnings as a criterion for rehabilita-
tion, to the development of vocational and other interests and activi-
ties which are within the limits of the patient's impairment. A chal-
lenging concept in these papers equates performance by the aphasic in
meetirg the demands of daily living to normal man's abilities and cat-
isfacfons in productive employment.

Thl reader is reminded that success in "rehabilitation often consists
of a frank confrontation of the patient, his family, and the community
to the limitations of his disability, and to the limitations of treatment."
Without this realistic frame of reference, none, from the clinician to
the counselor to members of the patient's family, can help the patient
to live life to its fullest. To this end, the Rehabilitation Services Ad-
ministration within the structure of the Social and Rehabilitation
Service, is in a unique position to stimulate the development and ex-
pansion of more meaningful services to the aphasic.

The proceedings will, hopefully, stimulate State vocational re-
habilitation agencies to train special counselors to work with the
'Otago patient.

Progress depends so much on this one step. Vocational rehabilita-
tion services and related community services can then work together
with much more effectiveness to restore the aphasic to society.

No less important to the client is the role of family. We are reminded
repeatedly to include the family in the rehabilitation process so as to
improve their understanding of the problems of the aphasics They can
then help restore the aphasic to his rightful place in both the family
and society.
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We are also reminded that, the aphasic himself must assume a fair
share of responsibility in helping himself. Of all persons involved in
the rehabilitation process, he is the most significant factor. Hip mental
attitude, his will and desire to overcome severe obstacles will contribute
much to his own success or failure.

The papers contained herein will make a significant contribution in
closing the gap between the life of faility and hopelessness generally
exectod for the aphasic, to a life of fulfillment and meaning with the
assistance of the services that are available through the vocational re-
habilitation program. The results of this workshop represent a major
contribution in the development of specific guidelines which can be
instrumental in overcoming the glaring void in the area of the voca-
tional rehabilitation of the aphasic pat lent.
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WELCOME

FRANK B. ROBINSON, Ph. D.
Heal, Department of Speach Pathology and Audiology

Director, Speech and Hearing Clink
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich.

I want to say for the Department that we are certainly pleased to
be able to serve as the host for this workshop. This is a very impressive
group of people brought together by the Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration. As a matter of fact, it is a rather unique representa-
tion of clinical talent, professional talent and experience and produc-
tivity. Dr. Willis has talked with me on several occasions during the
last 2 or 3 weeks about the papers you people have prepared for this
workshi2. He has mentioned how thoughtfully they have been planned
and how well they have covered the various assigned topics. It would
appear that already the end-product of this workshop can hardly miss
being a significant contribution. In fact, Dr. Willis talked so en-
thusiastically and was so excited by the contents of those papers and
the sheer amount of information contained in those papers that I was
reminded of the lad whn saw a live penguin for the first time. He
talked later with the teacher about it saying that he was certainly
curious about this wonderous bird and wished that he knew more about
them. So the teacher went out of his way to locate for the boy a good
comprehensive reference on the subject. The lad read it and came
back a couple of days later to return the book. The teacher asked the
boy how he had liked it. "Well," he said, "it was alright. But the
book told me more about penguins than I really care to know."

I think you people already have a nucleus for a publication that will
serve the serious student as well as the interested reader who may
have just encountered someone who has aphasia and would like to
know something about the problem.

My principal role in the next 2 days is to assist Dr. Willis in creating
an atmosphere that will facilitate and expedite the efforts of you
people. I am going to make my first contribution to that responsibility
right now and will not say anymore at this time.

(5)



CHARLES VAN RIPER, Ph. D.
Distinguished University Professor

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich.

I have just returned from visiting my father who is 92 years old
now and who still hunts and fishes and who has no signs of senility or
any aphasia or anything else. He still is an old country doctor who
makes his rounds of 50 to 100 miles a day and serves a large area. He
does everything but deliver babies and major surgery. He took me
along on his calls saying that he had a patient who had a stroke and
that he wanted my comments about him, although he says I am not
a real doctor, just a doctor who talks.

On our way back, he said, "You know those stroke patients, those
are the tough ones, a young man especially. But even for the old ones,
it's a miserable way to die. I'm glad I'm not going to die that way."
I said, "How can you predict?" He answered, "I have low blood pres-
sure. I eat well. I live well. I have my roots down in this old house
where I planted them some 65 years ago. I will just wear out right
here. Look at that tree over there. That was hit by some lightning.
That's a stroke patient . . . the good kind. It's dead."

"But," he continued, "look over there at that big birch. It's getting
a little thin at the top like you are Charles. There are probably little
strokes that are beginning to bite at its cortex and that's a good way
to be. You can get used to it that way."

"But," he said, "I'm not either of those. I'm like the old apple tree in
the back yard. Almost all of it is shot, but look at these lower branches.
They still have some blossom on them and they will still bear some
fruit. That's the way you ought to meet the anticipation of death.
I still bear fruit. I find that the basic thing that anyone who is under
the threat of death should have is work."

And this, I guess, is the basic theme of the conference. It brought
back the memory of the first case I had after coming to Kalamazoo,
some 31 years ago to form the first speech clinic in this area. He was a
stroke patient with aphasia. I didn't know what to do. He couldn't
express himself. He was able to comprehend fairly well. He made a
gesture with his good hand for a pencil, so I put it into his hand. He
wrote a "W", then an "R" and finally a "K". That's what he wanted.
He wanted to work.

Thirty-one years ago and today, the same theme. I think it was Carl
Sandburg who wrote a poem about the fair city of ours that im-
mortalized it. He said, "The sins of Kalamazoo are small, small sins."

I hope that this conference will not be another one.

(6)



PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THE WORKSHOP

CLYDE R. WILLIS, Ph. D.
Associate Professor, Speech Pathology and Audiology

111 estern Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich.

It is perhaps strange that a workshop on aphasia, attended by many
of the country's leading authorities, be held in Kalamazoo . . . Stut-
tering Capitol, East. Yet those of us at Western Michigan University
share with you, a concern for the patient with aphasia and the frus-
tration often resulting from that concern. As speech pathologists, we,
too, find ourselves playing the role of terminal therapist for the aphasic
patient; we, too, find ourselves making recommendations that, for
all practical purposes, assigns the patient to "limbo" . . . to a state
founded by lofty reassurances, supported by false hopes and decorated
by helplessness.

It may at first seem strange that speech pathologists should be in-
vited to tackle this problem. It may be just another example of our
profession's resistance to divorce the language and speech from the
speaker. Or, it mey be a responsibility we inherit by default. Never-
theless, the language deficit and the problems associated with the lan-
guage deficit frequently represent the major barriers to the patient's
return to a full and productive life. Fortunately, speech pathology
has fostered a concern for the aphasic patient as well as for the aphasia,
and in doing so, has made major contributions to the overall rehabili-
tation program. It is, therefore, appropriate for thoss concerned with
language function to specify and describe the barriers.

It is perhaps most strange for me to suggest to this group a course
of action for the next 2 days. The inadequacies have already
been revealed in the form of topics for your papers as I set out to
divide all of Gaul into 10 equal parts.

The simplicity of the purpose of our meeting belies the complexity
of the responsibility. Basically, we are to establish guidelines, es-
pecially for the vocational rehabilitation counselor, to be used in
dealing with the patient with aphasia and vocational rehabilitation
problems. We hope to survey the problem and the avenues of assistance
and to synthesize the contributed information into a document which
will be submitted to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration for
publication and distribution. It is hoped that your presentations and
discussion will also lead to recommendation for continued efforts in
meeting this serious problem with which we are all concerned.

Dr. C. Esco Obermann's recently published book, "A History of
Vocational Rehabilitation in America" is a comprehensive work. It is

(7)
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disheartening that aphasia is not even mentioned in the book, Perhaps
today, we can begin to overcome that omission.

We hope you will find your brief stay at Western Michigan Univer-
sity profitable and enjoyable. If we can be of service, please let us
know.
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A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
ON THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROBLEMS

OF THE APHASIC ADULT

LJCILLE T. KAPLAN) M.A.
Speech. Pathologist, Veterans Administration Hospital

Louisville, Ky.

When I was asked to review the literature concerned with problems
associated with the vocational rehabilitation of the individual with
aphasia, I expected to find some information easily in our hospital's
medical library or through the facilities of our medical center, but
with the full awareness that one cannot peruse all available material.
It was hoped that, by checking the Index Medicus, Psych Abstracts,
and JSHD's back to the 1940's, the publications would be readily
available. As you have guessed, hundreds of articles were found on the
rehabilitation of the aphasics, but these were concerned primarily with
the recovery of language and his adjustment to life with a residual
communication disability. The few specific writings prompted an
investigation into Excerpta Medica's section on rehabilitation, the
Dissertation Abstracts, Rehabilitation Literature, the National Li-
brary of Medicine, the Smithsonian Institution's Science Information
Exchange, books on vocational rehabilitation, and scores of letters to
individuals who might know of studies or other publications. This
investigation again uncovered little per se, so this paper, reflecting
the depth of investigation, will be presented as an introduction to the
subject and set the stage for the speakers to follow.

According to Howard Rusk, the term "rehabilitation" denotes
"restoration to the fullest physical, mental, social, vocational, and
economic usefulness of which they are capable . . . helping the dis-
abled individual to readapt himself to active membership of society"
(17, p. 286). Work that is both remunerative and satisfying represents
the highest level of that restoration. In Morton Seidenfield's keynote
address of a National Rehabilitation Association confereno) some
years ago, he stated that, "It is wasteful to bring men and women back
to some semblance of physical health without helping them regain
the psychological, emotional, social and vocational status as well" (18,
p. 10). Since most people earn their livelihood by the use of their hands
or voice, the aphasic presents a real challenge.

The purpose of this workshop is to set up guidelines for the voca-
tional rehabilitation of the individual with aphasia. When we begin to
establish effective guidelines, we realize that there are four dimensions
to this specific problem in rehabilitation. Obviously, the first is that
of the patient; second, that of his family; third, that of the counseling

(0)
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psychologist; and fourth, industry and the world of work. Barriers
exist within each ray of this spectrum.

When we begin with the first ray of the spectrum, we find that the
definition of the disorder, as we say "in libro", is far from what we
see in the indi,ridual with the disability "in vivo." This is true of the
amputee, the hard-of-hearing, the deaf, the blind, the cardiac, and
even more so, the aphasic. Numerous definitions could be quoted but, to
your academic definition, will you add that this loss, in varying degrees,
affects the individual's responses to everyday living and to the devel-
opment of his attitudes and feelings. For it is in the latter addition to
a definition that we find the inherent problems when this individual
contemplates a return to former employment or opening the doors to
a new occupational experience.

When evaluating the aphasic, consideration is given to the severity
of the language problem, the depth of the recovery, his age, pre-
morbid personality structure, emotional reservoir, education, and work
history. We might ask ourselves the questions which Nancy Wood has
proposed: "What degree of intellectual deterioration is present in
the patient and what are the intellectual limitations? Will retraining
permit this patient to return to his former vocation or must other plans
be considered? What are the permanent limitations with respect to
physical independence, vocational placement and communication?"
(Be, p. 8). To these we might add : How motivated is he really? How
has he accepted the disability? Of course, it is possible for individuals
to recover sufficiently to return to former occupations. Eisenson, how-
ever, points out that "persons who have made a good recovery from
aph, -ia cannot always return to their previous vocations or profes-
sions without having special internal and external controls established
for them" (4, p. 234).

The family's role can, at times, be of more signal importance than
may be expected. As Buck has stated, "It is important to stress that
patients with similar degrees of recovery (to his own) are those who
were fortunate in having family members demonstrate positive
warmth, affection, and acceptance as a result of continuous professional
guidance . . . A. stroke is actually a family illness and assistance
should be readily available for the entire household . . . in lessening
the fears that may exist. Such a procedure is far more important to
patient recovery than retraining techniques recommended in our liter-
ature" (8, p. 37) .

Biorn-Hansen's study of the social and emotional problems of
aphasia revealed that the "total family unit greatly influenced the
patient's progress in rehabilitation . . . The most common family
problems (found in the group of 30 she studied at the University of
Michigan) centered on the role changes necessitated by the illness.
With the onset of disability, there was a shift of responsibility and
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functions to other members of the family along with changes in rela-
tionships with the spouse and children" . . . As far as job planning
was concerned, "the most common difficulties were related to job status
and patient's unwillingness to accept the positions of lesser prestige
necessitated by disability" (1).

On the shoulders of the vocational counselor rests the responsibility
of assessment of the potential, of community contacts for job oppor-
tunities, and of helping the individual in his choice. One barrier of
effective placement may be traced to lack of communication between
members of the team who have been interested and active in the
rehabilitation process. Beatrice Wright feels that "certain kinds of
team relations that parade wider the guise of a multidisciplinary
approach emphasize the fact that rehabilitation requires genuine inte-
gration of services. All too often the patient's 'case history' grows fat
with reports from several disciplines each placed behind the other, but
the record is never considered as a whole by those who work with the
client" (p3, p. 76). The findings of this team (the neurologist, the
physiatrist, the general practitioner, the social worker, clinical
psychologist, physical and occupational therapists, vocational coun-
selor, le'.; alone the audiologist and speech pathologist) are important
in the final decision for as Krusen, Kottke and Ellwood say "the
individual with aphasia usually has other concomitant disabilities such
as weakness of the extremities, seizures, hernianopsia, increased emo-
tional lability, and heightened fatigueability" (10, p. 131) which
affect his performance as well as the kind of job for which he might be
considered.

Many of the counselors with whom I have talked or corresponded
in recent weeks have indicated that they feel there is a genuine interest
in this problem, yet most of them were not reluctant to admit their
awareness of difficulty in placement and the relatively few cases they
have placed over the years.

James McDaniel's research into the status of vocational rehabilita-
tion for disorders of speech and hearing indicated that the "primary
problems . . . lie not in inherent difficulties of the disorder itself
but in educating counselor to the obstacles, steps of correction, and
expectation for improvement and employability regardless of the type
of the disorder" (//, p. 30).

In 1963 at the University of Virginia, the VRA sponsored a Omit
course on the aphasic adult. Corbett Reedy, a regional representative
of the VRA, said at that meeting: "One of the significant advances in
rehabilitation is the development of specialized programs; the
tailoring of a large number of specific rehabilitation services for treat-
ing specific conditions. . . . Out of our intensive experience, study,
and experimentation in recent years, we should now be able to fashion

323-919-69-2
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o rehabilitation process that is very specific to the condition with which
we are dealing: aphasia" (19, p. 137).

The leaders of industry and business have long been aware of the
need for proper placement of individuals with disabilities. There has
been a tremendous increase in the number employed.

At the recent National Rehabilitation Workshop Paul Messmer,
Technical Advisor to the President's Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped, spoke of a study conducted by the Department of
Labor revealing that the disabled have proven to be more efficient,
more productive, less absent, and less difficult on the job. He stated
that there are still employers who are unwilling to hire them probably
through ignorance. The Committee has been attempting to convince,
to persuade, and to illustrate that they are not hiring a "handicapped"
person, but instead, they are adding to their work forces or staffs in-
dividuals with skills, knowledge, and abilities who can be trained on
the job to master a task.

In December 1966 a report was made available to the Executive
Committee on the President's Committee by a representative of the
casualty insurance business. This publication was designed to assure
that "workmen's compensation insurers do not penalize an employer
for hiring disabled persons" (5, p. 2). I am sadly reminded of a 30-
year -old veteran who, after intensive aphasia rehabilitation, was prom-
ised a job in a factory where he had been employed as a clerk from
the time of army discharge until the sudden onset of his cerebral
aneurysm. Shortly after his discharge from the hospital just prior
to his return to the plant, he had his first grand mal seizure. The voca-
tional counselor informed us that he was refused employment because
he was then considered an "insurance risk." Two weeks ago, on April
27, the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped
held a national symposium in Washington to explain the employment
potential of the severely handicapped person to employers and the
public.

In closing I would like to quote from Dr. Frederick Whitehouse's
book UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES : A. PHILOSOPHIC
APPROACH TO REHABILITATION. "In a democratic society,
we have no alternative than to recognize the individual's right to be
aided to as much independence as is his desire and capacity. Further-
more, the economic welfare of the community demands the maximum
utilization of all persons. Coincident to these is the realization that
there are no dividing lines between health and disease, between work
and inability to contribute. . . . Above all things, may we have the
humility to open our minds to the intellectual problems involved and
our hearts to the humanitarian necessity to do so. We are fortunate
to begin with the same preceptservice to mankind" (21) .
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THE ROLE OF THE SPEECH PATHOLOGIST
AND/OR SPEECH CLINIC

IN DEALING WITH
THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROBLEMS

OF THE APHASIC PATIENT

DO1TALDA J. MCGEAOHY, M.A.
Speech Pathologist, Workmen's Compensation Hospital Toronto,

Ganda

On reading this title one is reminded that the role of the speech
pathologist or sp,..ech clinic in the minds of most people, both profes-
sional and lay, can be stated relatively simply : it is to assist the patient
in regaining his premorbid ability to communicate. This is the ideal
aim of the speech pathologist. Unfortunately it is only incompletely
possible of achievement. Howeve,', the role of the speech pathologist,
at least, is to modify existing aphasia in order to help the individual
regain a place in society, and once again to become a productive, com-
municating person. When they first meet this is the principal aim of
every speech pathologist and the prime hope of every aphasic. In other
words, the function of a speech pathologist or clinic is a means to an
end: a bit of the woof and warp in the fabric of a human being's life,
and not an end in itself.

The patient is the central figure, the focus around which range pro-
fessional and nonprofessional personnel, each of whom has a specific
purpose and a job to do to enhance the welfare of the individual con-
cerned. Each is interested in a different phase of his lifepast, present,
or future.

The first to come in contact with the patient is usually the physician.
The speech pathologist is frequently the next professional pern to
be asked to see the patientparticularly in an acute hospitalt ase-
quently, in the course of rehabilitation, others, such as a psychologist
or a vocational counsellor, become a part of the retraining program. It
is important that one not overlook the nonprofessional personnel who
are part of any hospital or clinic setting. While they are not directly
responsible for the patient's therapy, nevertheless they become an inte-
gral part of the whole program because of continued, repeated, and
frequently close contact with the patient. It is the responsibility of the
speech pathologist to see that this relationship is a fruitful and coopera-
tive one, and not inadverently obstructive or damaging. I think the
same can be said of the patient's family. The patient's limitations and
requirements so far as language stimulus and cooperation are con-
cerned, must be outlined to the family (and if necessary to business
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and professional associates) in terms that can be readily understood
and with instructions that can be easily followed.

Of course, before one can translate language ability into social or
job situations, there are a number of concrete facts that one must
know. The effectiveness of rehabilitation of an aphasic patient depends
on a number of interrelated factors: (1) the de?ree of irreparable
brain damage and subsequent irrecoverable speech facilities; (2) the
extent of physical impairment ; (3) the psychological effect of a sud-
den, severe and potentially fatel illness; (4) the patient's previous edu-
cation and job level, and the demands of that job for language facility
in all its aspects- -w rit ten or spoken.

It is absolutely essential during therapy that all the above factors
be assessed accurately and treatment structured to take them into ac-
count, By means of precise (and repeated) testing it is usually possi-
ble to obtain initially a clear picture of the aphasic patient's potential
language recovery and to evaluate that recovery during the course of
therapy.

Although I shall confine my remarks today to the management of
aphasia, nevertheless I think it must be obvious to all of us that a pa-
lent's physical disability may seriously hamper his return to previous

employment, no matter how good his aphasic recovery may be. A man
or woman whose livelihood depends on manual dexterity, for example,
must be retrained for gainful employment, if he or she has a residual
hemiplegia with perfect language facility. The converse is also true.
A partially aphasic person may be able to make a living performing a
manual task, requiring little language ability. Similarly, a nonaphasic
hemiplegic can function with full intellectual capacity from a wheel-
chair.

The speech pathologist in a rehabilitation program is frequently the
central point of communication between the physician, the psycholo-
gist, the vocational counselor, the employer, the family, and the pa-
tient. It is essential to learn all one can about the patient's family and
previous life and work. The hours of work, the language requirements,
the degree of responsibility entailed, and the patient's personal involve-
ment in his job are all as important as the exact nature of the job it-
self. If part of a large organization, how flexible is that organization
with regard to retraining, or shifting jobs f It may be necessary to deal
with a personnel officer, with fellow workers, or with the patient's em
ployer in order to gain this information. Without it, the speech path-
ologist cannot structure treatment properly, or assist the patient to
develop the proper attitude to his future employment or lack of it.

During treatment, the speech pathologist must find out whether the
patient is Is illing (or interested), in returning to work on a different
and frequently lekeerlevel than before, or would insist on attempting
bis previous job. Not only that, but it may become obvious that the
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patient would prefer to change his job, even if recovery were sufficiently
complete to allow him to return to his old place of employment.. If the
latter be the case, then the speech pathologist must help to channel
that patient into a new area in which ho can function adequately with
a language deficit. In a rehabilitation setting, the vocational coun-
selor and the speech pathologist must, work as a team, with a high level
of rapport, in order to fulfill their responsibilities to the patient under-
going job retraining or placement.

In order to do this, the speech pathologist must make frequent prog-
ress reports to the vocational counselor and sometimes to the employer.
This must be done in language which is meaningful to them, particu-
larly when discussing prognosis, It is important to remember that an
employer is not usually a medically oriented person, and does not
understand that an aphasia person is not necessarily a mentally re-
tarded one. He compares the patient's language to his previous per-
formance, and is quite understandably unable to assess his progress as
we can. He is likely to want information concerning percentage and
time of achievement of recoveryboth impossible to give. In dealing
with an employer, one must strike a balance between unfair opt i mism
which would put the patient in a position which he could not handle
and undue cautionwhich might close the employer's mind to future
employment.

While vocational counselors by and large are more perceptive to the
needs of an aphasic patient than are employers in general, nevertheless
I think these warnings also apply to them. Working with the counselor,
it should be the aim of the speech pathologist to develop an attitude of
mind in the patient where he can discuss his language problems com-
fortably and relate it to his job requirements and potential. This takes a
long time and demands frequent, understanding mee4ings between the
patient, the counsellor and the speech pathologist.

Once the decision has been made as to the aphasic patient's employ.
ability, then future sessions should be arranged to assist him in devel-
oping and maintaining those language skills which are necessary for
his contemplated job. lie may have to learn a whole new "work jar-
gon", or amplify his present language for use in a job situation. What-
ever the decision, he must have repeated res-wssment, and sometimes
therapy, to maintain his language level over the years.

The following examples of the rehabilitation of an aphasic patient
demonstrate some of the points I have made.

Consider the experience of a 89-year-old labor organiser, whe suf-
fered a cerebral embolism. Ile was left with rr.:nimal physical dis-
ability but gross impairment of languagewhich is rapidly improving.
When his previous employer demanded 95 percent return to normal
by March 1968 as a term for reemployment, the man himself decided
not to return, but to embark on a new and quite different life as the
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proprietor of a small variety storea situation which he can handle.
A major illness had changed his approach to life, regardless of his
degree of recovery. He had seen the other side of the mountain.

In another situation, the patient may return to the same employer
in a slightly different capacity, and eventually achieve a greater de-

gree of success than he could ever have done in his previous position.
This was true of a bank executive who could no longer deal rapidly
and accurately with figures after a carotids artery occlusion some years
ago. However, he was otherwise unimpaired, and because of his experi-
ence was put into a position of responsibility where he is making
major policy decisions on a much higher executive level than before
his illness. Someone else is adding the figures.

Then, there was the 22-year-old Greek laborer who sustained ahead
injury and emerged with minimal aphasia. Because he was judged
unable to return to heavy construction, he was trained to be a barber,
and is opening his own business.

I could give you many examples of cooperative retraining and
rehabilitation. However, I merely want to make the point that the
speech pathologist is a pivot point in the team that. handles these
patients. It is often the speech pathologist who must be the commu-
nication link between the other members of the team and the patient
who will never return to gainful employments It is essential that there
be good rapport between the therapist and the family and that a close
relationship be established and maintained to prevent complete dis-
ruption of family life if the patient is returned to them unemployable
and frequently uncommunicative. No rigid employer could be more
difficult to handle than a wife who finds herself with another child
to care for when her husband is returned to her from the rehabilita-
tion center, unable to work, unable to read, and unable to talk.

In summary, in addition to the role of the speech pathologist with
the aphasic patient: that is evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, and treat-
ment of the aphasiain a rehabilitation situation the Therapist has
the additional responsibility to interpret findings frequently and
clearly to the employer; to be familiar with the individual's previous
occupation and its requirements, particularly as far as language is con-
cerned; to be able to project the patient's present ability into a job
situation and to be imaginative as to the kind of work he or she might
be able to do in the event that they are not able to return to their for-
mer type of work. This is an advisory and interpretive position rather
than one of job placement. It is an essential function, since often the
speech pathologist is the one person with whom the patient can talk
freely and express his fears and ambitions. This is so because this is
the person above all who is trying to remove the barrier which sep-
arates this man from his fellow human beings the barrier of aphasia.
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Before I begin, I feel obliged to mention some of the biases that
have necessarily shaped many of my comments. First of all, I have
always worked in a rehabilitation center, a part of a comprehensive
University Medic-al Center where a full team of specialists is actively
engaged in the management of each patient. Secondly, the caseload of
aphasic patients who are referred to us represent a severely impaired
group, most of whom have at least a high school education, are post-
stroke victims, and have a mean age of 62.

When I began to consider in detail the task of defining in these
comments the role of the vocational counselor through the eyes of the
speech pathologist I became overwhelmed by the complexity and
scope of the assignment. I think this feeling reflects the complexity
and scope of aphasic impairment.

Unlike many of the disabilities with which the counselor is con-
cerned, aphasia, in and of itself (even without considering its social
and psychological manifestations) is not a straight-formard impair-
ment with boundariesthe observable phenomena of verbal impair-
ment in aphasia is infiniteany and all of the parameters of informa-
tion processing, or all levels in all modes, may be deficient. In other
words, there are as many aphasias as there are aphasics; and while
great pains and advances have been made to classify some of the
symptom clusters, we're still left with the fact that the quality and
quantity of specific symptomatology in aphasia is a highly individual
matter.

'tow then could I really talk about "a role" for the vocational
counselor! I will instead talk about many roles, some of these are real
and exist in certain settings. Others are roles the speech pathologist
would like to see the counselor take; still others are roles that may be
required of the counselor if he will play a role at all with certain
groups of aphasic patients.

Lees look at some of the severe limitations which aphasia impox,s
on the role of the counselor. A large share of the aphasic population,
certainly in the post-stroke group, are of retirement or near-retire-
ment age.

(19)
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Work in the traditional sense, that is work for earnings, does not
necessarily constitute the endpoint of rehabilitation for this group. A
satisfactory terminal point of rehabilitation services might simply be
the development of avocational interests and activities, within the
limits of the patient's impairments, which heir, him make his day to
day living a little more meaningful. These may be old abandoned hob-
bies revived, or may be completely new to the patient. They may be ac-
tivities he can perform alone, or in the context of the family setting,
or in a community center.

I can recall a number of aphasic patients for whom the development
of avocationsl skills was a target-end goal for the rehabilitation proc-
ess. In these cases, the counselor investigated the patient's potentials,
his limitations, and his premorbid interests during the course of his
stay at the rehabilitation center. One man, in particular, a 68-year-old
former college professor with a severe speech deficit except in every-
day greeting situations, was capable of resuming photography, a hobby
which entertained him and kept him involved for at least 8 hours a day.
Another patient, a 70-year-old aphasic, with moderate verbal impair-
ment, a former trial lawyer who was active in his profession until the
age of 07 had a history of deep involvement with his work to the ex-
clusion of hobbies and relaxing activities. During the rehabilitation
process he was exposed to a systematic group of activities in the green-
house related to planting and the care of house plants. Now his week-
end hours always include some kind of formal visit to a garden era his
daily hours include about 8 hours of work in his new-found hobby.

The aging process itself, even in the absence of aphasic impairment,
brings avocational problems to many. They are complicated and ag-
gravated when asphasic impairment exists. The speech pathologist, of-
ten confronted with the aging aphasic patient, I beleve, would like to
see a broadening of the counselor's scope to include not just those prob-
lems where vocational training and placement are the goals. A concept
of counseling as a service which might bring to the patient activities in
lieu of work for earnings, to provide the same self-esteem, "pride and
pleasure-in-doing" that work gratification can bring.

In this context, the counselor's role could be immediately emotive.
The challenging opportunity to get closer to the patient: his satisfac-
tions, his family tole, and a host of other aspects of his life, which
might not be necessary in the straightforward vocational placement
situation might challenge the counselor. The counselor helping to de-
velop avocational goals for the aging aphasic can also play a role in
shaping the community resources 1% here the communication impaired
can take part in community life. The limitations of age, then, imposed
by the aging aphasic population dam, indeed, provide a much broader
role for the counselor if he is to be concerned with this problem. And I
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should like to add that I believe the counselor must become concerned
with this problem.

Another limitation for the counselor serving the aphasic is implicit
in the pathology of verbal behavior itself.

An exampleand it almost seems redundant to bring this up hero- -a
patient with aphasia who has difficulty in controlling the production
of phonemes (and I will not discuss the psycho-social manifestations
of this particular symptom of aphasia) may demonstrate his phonemic
impairment in all words, an occasional word, in certain positions in
words, or he may hays specific phonemic impairment related to a par-
ticular class of sounds. The deficit may appear: in all phonemes, in cer-
tain classes of phonemesit may be more prevalent in the morning, in
the evaingit may exist only when he is speaking on the telephone,
or when reading aloud. lie may be intelligible, some of the time, part
of the time, or all of the time. lie may be aware of his errors and self
correct or he may be totally unaware. The counselor's awareness that
a particular aphasic patient has a deficit in controlling phoneme pro-
duction is only the first step in identifying his impairment. It tells him
very little about how the patient communicates. The impairment may
be of such magnitude that his client may be totally incapable of ver-
balizing in any situation, or it may be so mild that he may continue to
function sufficiently well to return to former employment,

Some speech pathologists expect counselors to be near-geniuses who
have some linguistic know how, can make on-the-spot assessments of
the verbal residuals a given aphasic patient might have, how much he
can actually use, and what incapacities will interfere with his perform-
ance on the job. It is the speech pathologist's responsibility to make
sure that the counselor knows and understands all of the facts related
to a particular patient's verbal impairment. It is not enough for the
counselor to know that a patient is aphasic, lie must know the specific
effects that these have on his life's functioning.

Far and above the linguistic parameters which manifest impair.
ment, the implications of a communication loss in this society cannot
be overestimated. Another limitation for the vocational counselor is
acting as a link between an active full-time rehabilitation program
and the world of the community. From a social-vocational-psycho-
logical point of view, deficient communication skill interferes with
virtually every aspect of life. We live in a society where perhaps man's
most marketable skills are all somehow tied up with verbal facility.
An individual may have intact intellectual function, intact skill for
his premorbid vocation, but without the verbal tools to implement
these abilities he may be unable to be considered as a candidate for
vocational placement. Our society has assigned a price tag to com-
munication skills. As a matter of fact, one could cite instances where
speaking skill was responsible for job success sometimes equated
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with life success. The vocational counselor is acutely aware of the
requirements our society makes for communication skills and his role
in planning wit: aphasics may sometimes oblige him to persuade a
verbally conscious society that a verbal deficit need not always inter-
fere with skill in doing a job wellThis may require some job
modification.

The speech pathologist concerned with the diagnosis and treatment
of aphasia patients is acutely sensitive to how psychologically dev-
astating an aphasic hnpairment can be In spite of our sensitivity,
I wonder if we really know how deeply the ravages go, how deeply
the aphasia feels his loss. For some patients the effects of communicta-
tion deficit are so severe that they are totally immobilized. For these
the necessity to take a dependent role in the family constellation rep-
resents an untenable challenge for adjustment.

For many patients the fearfulness involved in each step in the
rehabilitation processfearful of what is ahead and of what will
happen if there is not improvement. The enlightened counselor could
render a significant, psycho- therapeutic service to the aphasic patient
in the course of his contact with him. For one thing, he could provide
the patient with the successful experience which could serve to reduce
much of the anxiety and depression directly related to the feeling of
loss and failure. This is not as easy as it might sound, for the coun-
selor will have to take great care to assure that the prevocational and
vocational experiences he provides are within the patient's capacity
he must be sure that the patient cannot only cope with the task re-
quirements but that he is psychologically ready to cope with them
and ready to confront the experience.

The counselor can also provide a significant contribution to the re-
habilitation of the aphasic by acting as a motivational force this is
a crucial counselor role but with built-in dangers. Motivation and re-
habilitation can be positive and constructive if directed toward short-
term, realistic goals. Motivation based on promises to the patient of
returning to former employment or of recovering normal speech on
the other hand can often serve to do nothing more than perpetuate a
false sense of hope. Rehabilitation success often consists of a frank
confrontation of the patient, his family, and the community to the
limitations of his disability, and to the limits ions of treatment. Some-
times it is more important for the professional worker to confront
these truths than anyone elsefor without a realistic frame of refer-
ence, none of us can help the patient lire life to its fullest. By denying
the limitations, we only postpone the adjustment.

Speech therapy constitutes another limitation in the vocational
counselor's task, for, I am afraid, the vocational counselor cannot
always recognize what is invoked in the treatment process and how
far it can go. There is a prevailing misconception that as long as
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someone is aphasic he can benefit from treatment. To begin with, some
patients are too severly impaired to recover even a modicum of func-
tion, others recover for only short periods, others require very long
periods to demonstrate change in communication function. Often the
counselor, perhaps overwhelmed himself with the consequences of the
disability, considers a continuation of treatment indefinitely as long
as the patient. shows symptoms of verbal impairment as the only solu-
tion to the problems he encounters in avocet ional and vocational plan-
ning. We are not up in a trend which favors treatment for all patients
regardless of whether or not treatment is appropriate or beneficial.

We give ourselves little credit for our experienced ability to predict
with some accuracy the ultimate outcome of a patient's aphasic lin-
paitnentthat is, the accuracy of our predictions 1 year after onset.
We should capitalize on our ability to predict and make these prognoses
known to the vocational counselor in his planning. Perhaps our re-
habilitation strategy would be more reasonable and realistic if we
could focus away -from the patient's verbal impairment and toward a
concentrated interdisciplinary effort aimed at improving his ability to
live with these deficits. This approach would make the counselor's role
particularly significant since his knowledge in the role of "work"life
function would help us help the aphasic.

The vocational counselor's part in the rehabilitation of aphasic
patients is significant and can be much more vital if he is knowledge-
able, realistic, and actually aware of the assets and limitations of age,
of the pathology of speech, of speech therapy, and of the possibilities
of the outcome of the rehabilitation process. Perhaps the need to
cork for earnings is a less ultimate factor of this process than we
have thoughtindeed a broad definition of the vocational counselor's
role may be in order. With this frame of reference, aphasia could
become one of the most challenging areas of disability encountered by
the counseloran area which today he considers hopelem The enlight-
ened counselor, obliged to be reasonable, inventive, resourceful, and
understanding of the complexity and scope of aphasic impairment
could contribute a great deal to a society in which verbal prowe.. s is
equated with status and strength of character.
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Introduction

This paper is presented with certain assumptions about the content
of the other papers and what they would contribute to the guidelines
which are to be prepared. The topics and participants indicate that we
should have a broad overview of the problems of aphasia. Therefore,
it is assumed that the other papers will demonstrate that the aphasia
has some unique problems and challenges beyond those which are found
in many problems of communication.

It is somewhat difficult to discuss the role of the Federal and State
agencies apart from the specific roles of various people within them.
It should be recognized, howsver, that these agencies provide a frame-
work and a system which, In turn, create opportunities to help those
vith aphasia to return to the world of productivity. But it is the people ..e

ho implement this opportunity. The manner of doing things, the atti-
tudes and assumptions implied by the processes, the goal perceptions- -
all contribute to the effectiveness and the completeness of any system
for helping aphasics, or other handicapped individuals. Thus, the dis-
cussion of the agencies must be considered in this particular context.

Every effort will be made to focus on sped fic contributions for apha-
sics. It is not pertinent to present a general discussion of the overall
role of the agencies or to dwell on aspects which are similar with refer-
ence to all persons needing vocational rehabilitation.

i

federal Agencies

As vocational rehabilitation agencies have become more succetqA1 in
placement of handicapped individuals into the productive labor mar-
ket, there has been a movement outward to encompass a wider range of
specific disabilities. It is quite appropriate that the Federal agency
should take the initiative to tackle some of these more difficult and
complex areas of disability in order to increase the number of those in
these groups who could be rehabilitated. The need for this can be em-
phasized in many ways. For instance, in the preparation for this paper

(24)
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I reviewed several publications. One was a summary of proceedings of
a Triregional Short Course on Vocational Rehabilitation of Persons
with Hearing and Speech Handicaps held in 1959. It is interesting to
note that in the general discussion of speech disorders, aphasia was not
presented as a specific disorder needing any special attention.

In later short courses aphasia was a topic which was given some
specific attention, but it still did not stand out as an area with any par-
ticular and unique problems.

As a way of focusing attention on the vocational problems of
aphasics, the present activity should be commended. In 1960 the pub-
lication entitled "Federal Services to Special Education and Rehabili-
tation" included a Comprehensive Index of Federal Services Accord-
ing to Type of Disability. Pages 483487 were concerned Iiith speech
defects but aphasia was not listed as a special problem. Likewise, in
the 20 pages devoted to neurological disorders there were no refer-
ences to aphasia, although cerebral palsy and epilepsy received some
special notations. Therefore, the attempt to establish some guidelines
for reasonable expectations and procedures should have a salutary ef-
fect on directing more attention to aphasics and on the placement of
more of them in job situations.

The Federal agency is also in a unique position to stimulate the de-
velopment of more services for aphasics. This is already being done
by the encouragement or support of training for speech pathologists,
but it should be possible to go further in the support of special pro-
grams of preparation at advanced levels for work with aphasics. This
in turn would make more reasonable the establishment of State-level
service centers which concentrate on this p- rticular problem.

Stole Agencies

It is at the State level that the direct encouragement or stimulation
of the development of speech pathology services (and other services)
in communities and aress where they do not exist can actually be im-
plemented. This can be brought about through activities such as those
described below.

State agencies are in a position to encourage special preparation of
some counselors in relation to aphasia as they hare done in connection
with other specific disabilities. Through special short courses and in
service training, the counselor can be helped to understand the nature,
complexities and implications of aphasia. Counselors need to appre-
ciate emotional overtones and the many facets of the disability due to
inability to formulate concepts or to communicate effectively. It is
important to learn how to amid contributing to the increase in the
tension of aphasics who are having difficulties in communicating. Fur-
thermore, the counselor can be helped to look for appropriate but dif-
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ferent solutions to job placement. I remember working with a lawyer
in his early forties who had had a stroke. His verbal communication
was not improving rapidly, but we determined that his former book-
keeping skills and ability to manipulate numbers were not serously im-
paired. Through the development of this aspect, he was able to return
to useful work in a sheltered environment even though his verbal
skills remained seriously impaired.

The interaction and communication between the counselor and the
speech pathologist is of vital importance and should be part of this
special preparation. First there is the possibility for mutual referral.
Then there is the difficult problem of selecting those who can actually
be helped t, return to work. It is obvious that we are dealing here
with on'y a portion of those who have aphasia. But the problem is to
determine which of these has the potential. This is a decision which
probably cannot be made by one professional individualparticularly
the speech pathologist. The counselor can also be of considerable
assistance in evaluating procedures, the effects of therapeutic proce-
dures, the limitations, the expectations for them. The speech patholo-
gist and counselor can work together with the additional
environmental counselirg that must be carried out with aphasia
patients

The counselor or the State agencies can be in a position to encour-
age expanded and innovative services. These might take the form of
developing special sheltered workshops or the development of present
workshops to include aphasics in them. Vocational agencies, both
local and State, also actually act, as central coordinators of several
services for aphasics when these cannot be found in any one center
or locality. This is an extension of what is already dons when it has
been decided that, the focus of rehabilitation can be placed on the re-
t.drit of the individual to work.

It should be recognized that the local agency, and the counselors in
it, are a primary source of motivation for improvement by some
aphasics. They are in the position to interpret and to act as liaison
agents. This is done through their ability to follow through or to fol-
lowup to see what is happening to the individual after he has com-
pleted or been released from his speech rehabilitation. The possibility
of going to work gives an end goal for the hard road toward recovery
which cannot be ignored.

An important contribution of ti.e local and State agencies would be
to work with speech pathologists in assessing the effects of communi-
cative defectson the listener and the speaker himself. We need a
series of studies to determine exactly how much the defect is really
affecting the communicationrather than to continue to ammo that
this can be judged by number and type of "errors" being madN There
is some evidence in mental retardation, for instance, which indicates
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that we have been overemphasizing the effects of certain speech dis-
orders on employability. It is only by working with rehabilitation
agencies that this can be conducted in any practical fashion.

Conclusion

It is apparent that the effective implementation of the roles of State
and Federal agencies can only be brought about through the pooling
of information and concepts in a fashion similar to that which is be-
ing done at this workshop. If we can bring about the optimum stimu-
lation, encouragement, support, and provision of special needed
services, the possibility of the placement of more aphasics into produc-
tive work can be substantially enhanced.

331413-



THE ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
OTHER THAN SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS

AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELORS
IN DEALING WITH

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROBLEMS
OF THE APHASIC

ROBERT Ti. AftrasEN, Ph. D., Protestor
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

The role in language rehabilitation to be played by people who are
not specifically trained in the area must be determined before their
cooperation can be obtained or their services directed. All professions
concerned with aphasia rehabilitation should participate, but the
language pathologist should take the lead. The role may be viewed
differently. Some consider the role to be an insignificant one while
others recognize it to be an integral part of successful programs. My
own belief is that they make a. valuable contribution even in highly
structured clinical settings and that their energy, wisdom, and clinical
efforts are invaluable in initiating and sustaining rehabilitation for
many aphasics for whom no formal program is available.

Last fall, the language rehabilitation staff at Indiana University
discussed this subject. Two of the younger members stated with con-
viction that the aphasic patient could be managed effectively only in
an intensive training service where they could receive 4 or 5 hours of
training daily. After a more thorough discussion, however, it was
finally concluded that ideal programs vary; some will require propor-
tionately more assistance from professionals, while others could use
proportionately more service from untrained persons. It was obvious
to all that failure to incorporate the hospital personnel, family, and
the community into rehabilitation would not only reduce the effec-
tiveness of therapy for any patient, but would also reduce the number
of patients who could be served to a mere handful in any state. Before
the meeting was concluded, it became clear to everyone that the speech
and language pathologist had a dual role; he must not only plan
effective programs for managing specific patients but he must also
project his knowledge so that a greater number of patients can be
helped.

Much time in today's conference is directed toward the improve-
ment of clinical prcedures. My responsibility, however, relates most
to ways of helping more aphasic patients by opening new clinical sites
by including more people in the rehabilitation process. A number of
problems need to be resolved before these matters can be discussed
neaningfully.

(28)
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lVhen should treatment begin? The answer depends on one's con-
cept of etiology. My belief is that service should begin as soon as
the disorder has reached an acute stage. I assume that all people
have vestiges of aphasic behavior (some more than others), but
it does not reach an acute stage for most until a cerebral episode occcurs.

The symptoms demonstrated during the acute stage will be deter-
mined by the nature and extent of the damage at the moment, and
the nature of all infra- and inter-personal feedback of language be-
havior after the damage. The duration of the acute stage will also be
determined by the same factors.

Where should the training begin? It should begin in the community
hospital where the patient resides. The reason is obvious if one accepts
the hypothesis that the nature of aphasic symptoms is affected by
feedba-lc from people in the situation as well as from the cerebral
damage. Those people who will have the greatest effect (positive or
negative) on the patient's recovery will be the ones who have the
greatest interdependency with the patient. The locol community is
usually the only place where the family can be reached and where
they may behave in a relatively normal manner.

What kinds of rehabilitation can be given? Therapy can be divided
into two types: (1) informal and (2) formal. The informal therapy is
used during the early period of convalescence. It involves direct coun-
seling of families, hospital personnel and acquaintances and indirect
counseling through demonstration.

Discussions alone ere often meaningless but they become meaningful
as soon as the person observes the clinician interacting with the patient.
Some language pathologists have felt that early convalescence is not
an appropriate time to begin therapy, they have believed that the
brain must be stabilized. Although it is true that some patients
will recover from aphasia without formal therapy, it is quite possible,
if we wait until the brain has stabilized that many will never recover
because they and their interdepen dents will have developed unsuitable
attitudes and behavior patterns which resist reversal. (Preventative
measures should be given priority.)

Informal therapy is nondirective as far as the patient is concerned,
whereas formal therapy tends to be more directive. Most informal
therapy is integrated into the patient's daily activities whereas formal
therapy tends to be added to his daily routine. Most informal therapy
requires participation of the family, etc., whereas informal treatment
can be conducted by clinicians with or without assistance.

How does one obtain cooperation of family, hospital personnel,
and community? The importance of each group to the rehabilitation
of the patient must be recognized by the clinician and described to the
people whose cooperation is needed.
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The medical, nursing staff, and hospital administration. These people
hold the key. Their support will give the language clinician the privi-
lege of serving a professional function in the hospital by sharing re-
sponsibility in rehabilitation of the patient. He has a place to work
and a right to continue to serve the patient after his di ,charge from
the hospital. The privilege to work in the hospital is not given lightly.
People who are not trained in medicine may interfere with his treat-
ment and this might cause serious complications. Therefore, the lan-
guage pathologist must realize the gravity of the situation when he
approaches the hospital.

In the State of Indiana 129 hospitals admit patients with brain
injuries. Up to 3 years ago, only six provided any kind of language
rehabilitation. As a result of a Language Demonstration and Service
program conducted by Indiana University with support from the
Indiana State Board of Health and the Indiana Heart Association,
that number has been increased to 17, who either are supporting or
have supported a language program. In order to participate, the hos-
pital was required to obtain approval from its medical staff and to
indicate a willingness to have a clinician perform professional serv-
ices in the hospital. In return, the Demonstration and Service pro-
gram agreed to send a qualified person to the hospital as soon as a
physician requested assistance for a brain-damaged patient. This per-
son would give language examinations, interview the family and in
cooperation with the physician plan the language program. Informal
therapy would begin immediately and be continued by subsequent
visits and telephone calls. The clinician would cooperate with home
care programs and public health nursing associations in continuing
the program after the patient was discharged. The family and hos-
pital personnel were always inNited to observe and, when possible,
participate in the program. Ile cost of the clinical service was paid
from the grant. Althodgh this appears to be one-sided, the fact re-
mains that few language pathologists have seen the inside of hospital
diagnostic and therapeutic rooms except when they themselves have
been patients. The few large and professionally advanced hospitals
where language pathologists are available can not and never will be
able to serve enough aphasic patients. Smaller hospitals and com-
munities must recognize the problem and prepare to meet it.

Discussion with hospital personnel including medical, nursing and
administrative staff. The following presentation is a resume of an
article written for the Monthly Bulletin of the Indiana State Board
of Health. It contains information which has been presented to the
personnel of various hospitals.

"Man's most cherished possession, the ability to communicate with
his fellow beings, is not appreciated until it is lost. No loss is as
fru:J:1 acing : jobs are lost, home life is disjointed and social life comes
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to a sudden halt. Communication may be disrupted by head and
neck infections, laryngectomies, emotional disturbances, brain dis-
eases, faulty auditory perception and faulty learning. Of all the
disturbances of language, aphasia has presented the greatest chal-
lenge to the researcher, clinician and patient. Prior to World War II
nearly 100 years were spent in relatively fruitless research tolocate
the part of the brain which acted as the center for language. Little
effort was made to explore other avenues of etiology since it seemed
obvious that the cause of aphasia was damage to the brain.

Symptoms involve changes in the language behavior ranging from
infrequent articulation errors and forgetting of words to pronounced
failure in both the understanding of language and the use of lan-
guage for self expression. These language deficiencies may be accom-
panied by a variety of other limitations such as: reduction of
sensitivity to some stimuli, loss of arthmetic ability, spellingability,
music recognition ability and/or ability to identify objects by touch.
Aphasia may also be accompanied by forms of paralysis, especially
on the dominant side of the body.

The fact that when aphasia occurs, it comes dramatically after
brain damage, has caused most studies to turn to the brain for the
answer to the problem."
Unfortunately the fact has been ignored that some patients with

brain damage either have not developed aphasia or have been bothered
by it for only a short period of time. Had researchers shown the same
interest in this group, as they did for the brain damaged patients with
aphasia, it is possible that they would have identified some factors in
addition to brain damage that are influential in the etiology of aphasia.
Before we will be able to understand aphasia, we must answer this
questionwhy do some people develop and maintain aphasic symp-
toms after brain injury while others do not? It is likely that many
of the problems of diagnosis and therapy are to be found in the
answer.

Preceding World War II, little hope was given for the rehabilita-
tion of the aphasic. The problem of mental health and rehabilitation
was not necessarily the physician's responsibility, especially since no
well-defined theories had been presented which explained why aphasia
was more than just a symptom of brain damage. As a result, the medi-
cal profession not only failed to prescribe rehabilitation procedures
but often discouraged them.

For example, during the convalescence per od, families were dis-
couraged from seeking language rehabilitation. Those families that
persisted were frequently advised to wait as much as 6 months be-
cause they might endanger the patient's health. Usually the assump-
tion was made that no harm would come from waiting to see whether
the patient would recover "spontaneously."
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If recovery occurred, it was assumed either that damage had not
been severe or that other areas had substituted for the damaged
portion. On the other hand, if the language impairment did not dis-
appear, the rationale was that damage was so "deep seated" that
language recovery was not indicated.

During the war years, the feeling of the Nation for its injured
servicemen ran so high that it overcame some of the placid acceptance
of these assumptions. Many patients in Government hospitals re-
ceived rehabilitation for disorders which had previously been con-
sidered nonrehabilitable. To everyone's joy, the results were often
successful and many brain damaged veterans regained the usa of
language. Hospitals hired speech pathologists, psychologists, and other
professional people to assist in the rehabilitation process. The task
of aiding the patient to again become a useful citizen had great force
behind it and required that the process be a team effort. It became
increasingly obvious that the care of the patient had to be redesigned.
It was no longer sufficient to try to restore his biological health, but
to restore his language. The public had demanded that the veteran
have a chance to regain his skill in communication so he could return
as an acceptable member of the society which he had fought to
protect.

The various professions working in concert with the medical group
designed rehabilitation procedures which involved learning, adjust-
ment and exercise. These procedures, combined with the medical
prescriptions, created a more alert patient and above all one who
had not lost hope in his future. All persons participating in the process
were dedicated to the belief that the patient could improve if the
proper methods were used. The responsibility for a complete failure
was not blamed on "deep seated brain damage" only, but also on failure
to develop and use suitable retraining methods.

The first fact learned was that brain damage was not the whole
explanation because too many patients with massive brain damage
made remarkable recoveries. The second fact was that the sooner re-
habilitation began, the better the prognosis. This last observation
caused many to examine the psychological and physiological literature
for experiments which replicated to a degree some of the conditions
which were present in the early convalescence of many brain-damaged
patients. It was demonstrated repeatedly that well-established habits
resist extinction. They become an integral part of the organism. Fol-
lowing are a few of the experiments which support this idea:

(1) Chicks were found to die of starvation while walking around on
food which would have kept them alive. However, they had been kept
from developing the skill of pecking food from a floor and later in
life they were unable to develop the skill spontaneously;
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(2) Healthy young male rats did not copulate upon reaching ma-
turity because they had been raised in the presence of receptive female
rats. Upon reaching maturity the presence of receptive females d .d not
stimulate them to propagate;

(3) Female chimpanzees raised in an incubator without attention
from their mothers later became very poor mothers. They refused to
nurse their young, pushed them around, at on them and were gen-
erally abusive;

(4) Other experiments on monkeys demonstrated that the extent
of brain damage was not necessarily a satisfactory predictor of tha
behavior of the animal some months later. It was demonstrated that
the behavior was jointly the function of the brain damage and of the
kind of treatment the animal received during early convalescence.
Many animals allowed to lie in their cages after operation and not
required to help themselves in eating and moving around became
comparatively helpless after a few weeks. A type of physical therapy
initiated sometime afterward proved ineffective; the condition had
become irreversible. On the other hand, the animals that were given
physical therapy shortly after the operation did not remain helpless,
not even Close with massive damage. Another interesting aspect of
this type of experimentation showed that loss of function was not
only correlated with the extent of the damage but also with the manner
used to produce the damage. For instance, animals with successive
operations in which small portions of the brain were removed did not
show as much disruption of function as animals with one massive
lesion that equaled the total area of the smaller exterpations.

These experiments are only a few of the many which clearly demon-
strate that behavior of an animal or human is the result of a variety
of conditions. The preceding examples especially indicate that irre-
versible behavior patterns are not necessarily caused by physical
damage only. Training, or lack of it, may also be an important factor.

Based on this kind of thinking, the processes used in rehabilitating
the aphasic are presently being reassessed. It is clear that symptoms of
aphasia are more than an extension of brain damage. The overt symp-
toms of language disability are subject to modification, especially if
training begins early. The "wait and see" attitude about spontaneous
recovery is being looked at critically. If the patient isn't expected to
help himself in the beginning, he may not be able to later on. The fact
that he may get well without formal therapy is not a sufficient excuse.
Few physicians would "wait and see" before prescribing medication
unless it had dangerous side effects.

Some objection may be raised to comparing rehabilitation of a
patient's language with the medical care given to protect his biological
health. In the long run, the two may be quite similar if one recognizes
the withholding of therapy may result in the establishment of at-
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titudes and habits in the patient that could interfere permanently with
his language recovery. Being alive and not able to take care of one's
needs may, in many instances, be worse than death itself.

How to achieve effective rehabilitation cannot be answered in one
brief paragraph. The most effective rehabilitation in all instances can-
not presentI3 be determined satisfactorily since much information
still is needed. Nevertheless, some useful guidelines can be offered. Of
greatest importance is the attitude toward the patient and his dis-
order. His behavior must not be considered permanent. Modifications
can be achieved if work begins early, preferably within a day or two
after hospitalization. Treatment must be looked upon as a joint effort
involving both biological health and rehabilitation. This means that a
number of professions must participate in designing and conducting
treatment procedures. In the beginning, the treatment must be carried
on in a hospital environment; but as soon as possible it should be
transferred to a more normal environment.

Vital to the success of the treatment is the participation and co-
operation of the family. They must not be overwhelmed with mean-
ingless professional jargon. They must understand what is known
about the patient and must assume an active part in the rehabilitation
process.

Underlying the whole procedure is the understanding of human
behavior and the process of learning. Small changes must be observed
and reinforced rather than waiting for the patient to make the "big
jump" to normal behavior before he is rewarded with a statement of
"well done."

Above all, the importance of the "bedside manner" cannot be under-
estimated. The fortunate patient is the one who is in the presence of
a permissive audience which reinforces his acceptable behavior and
is optimistic about the results of the training. All of his efforts re-
ceive attention and he is encouraged to keep trying. Some patients are
unlucky enough to be placed in an environment where everything is
done for them. Such an environment implies that these patients have
a hopeless problem and that they should be pitied. These attitudes of
pity reach the patient regardless of how carefully they are concealed.
A way to avoid this atmosphere of depression is to understand the
rr blem, to be thoroughly honest with all participants including the
family, to recognize that a degree of recovery is possible and to get
busy working toward that end. Busy people see changes about which
they can be happy; gloom does not grow in the presence of optimism.

The outlook for the aphasic patient need not be a dark, hopeless one
since methods are available for his care and rehabilitation. Unfortu-
nately, these methods are not being practiced consistently and prob-
ably will not be for some time unless a concerted effort is made by all
professions to deal with all of the patient's needs. Rehabilitation must
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begin during early convalescence before bad attitudes and bad habits
become established.

The above discussion of aphasia has always been accompanied with
examples of language therapy. Although some physicians have shown
a real interest in the discussion, the nurses tend to show a greater in-
terest. Perhaps this is because they are the ones who are constantly
aware of the difficulties created by the language disturbance of their
patients.

Discumions with family and other interested people. This kind of a
heterogeneous group must be dealt with more on an individual rather
than a group basis. The problem that must almost always be handled,
however, involves attitudes :aid beliefs. To most, the brain is a myste-
rious organ to which are attributed all manner of capacities. Perhaps
the attitude is best expressed by a statement made by my own mother
while reacting to the death of an aunt shortly after a stroke. She said,
"Maybe it is just as well; she would have been childish for the rest of
her life anyway."

The attitude that nothing can be achieved when the brain is damaged
must be dispelled. The patient must believe that what he does is very
important. He must also be sure that what he says is important. Some-
times the patient is able to listen and understand but not speak. Un-
trained people do not understand this situation. Either the patient is
able to communicate or he can't; for them there is no half-way.

Another attitude that must be modified involves the family's idea
of how to react to loss of ability. They feel so sorry that they will do
anything for "Papa." It is hard to convince them that Papa is better
off doing for himself.

Another problem that interferes with many family relationships is
based on the assumption that the aphasic patient is entirely different.
They observe the differences and ignore the similarities. This results
in their behaving differently even in those situations where the patient
is functioning the same as before aphasia. This kind of family behavior
often leads to complete rejection of the patient. When he is cut off from
his family, he is nearly cut off from the world.

Above all, the clinicians must stress the fact that there is hope for
recovery. This must never seem like a promise. It must never be al-
lowed to be interpreted that language will return completely. It must
always be with a "Let's try and then we will see what happens."

The clinician must be a friendly, sympathetic person who is well
aware of the traumatic experience of not only the patient but the
family. The availability of a clinician as a resource person cannot
be exaggerated. The clinician must not only be available during the
therapy session but must also be available by telephone. Good support
for the family at the beginning may pay large dividends later on.
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ASSOCIATED PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
OF APHASIC PATIENTS

WHICH MAY INTERFERE
WITH VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

JGN MUNSON, Ph. D., Professor
Stanford University Medical Center

Palo Alto, Calif.

At the risk of carrying coals to Newcastle, I am going to open my
presentation with three viewpoint definitions of key terms. One is for
the term rehabilitation, the second is for the term aphasia, and the
third is for the process of recovery from aphasia.

I view rehabilitation as a process in which a counselor, clinician,
or therapist is involved with a handicapped person with a common
objective of helping the handicapped person to become aware of his
potentials. Implied in this concept of rehabilitation is that the handi-
capped individual must also be made aware of his limitations.

I view aphasic impairments as disruptions of an individual's verbal
habits as well as of other patterns of communicative behavior. The
most severe impairments are in the individual's intellectual processes
that call for a translation from an inner or private symbolization to
a conventional, interpersonal linguistic system. When an adult speaks
to himself and for himself, when he is engaged in what we usually
consider thinking, there is no need for him to use conventional language
formulations unless and until the speaker is about to say something
to a listener that hethe speakerdeems it important the listener
understand.

Recovery from aphasia is an indefinitely ongoing process that in-
cludes reorigination of language patterns and habits. At best, the indi-
vidual may be restored to premorbid verbal proficiency, or so near such
proficiency that only he may be aware of the difference in his pre- and
post-morbid levels of functioning. More frequently, however, the
aphasic is not the only one who is aware that he is not in complete
control, or in as good control of his verbal behavior as he was prior
to the onset of his aphasic involvements. In addition, adjustmentsoften
need to be made to some associated changes in sensory and motor func-
tioning and, perhaps of even greater import, to modification in per-
ceptual and intellectual efficiency. Recovery is a continuous process.
Even after the patient seems to have stabilized in the picturehe presents
to others and appears to have reached what he and others regard as an
acceptable plateau of performance, he may be like the man on a tread-
mill. He must work hard to maintain his gains, or else be may lose
ground.

(38)
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From this point on in my presentation, I shall take the liberty of
making frequent reference to an article I had published in the August
11166 issue of REHABILITATION LITERATURE, "Vocational
Implications Resulting from Intellectual and Behavioral Changes As-
sociated with Aphasia in Adults."

In my opening to the article in REHABILITATION LITERA-
TURE I cited an observation by Eric Hodgins, the knight errant
and champion of stroke patients. Hodgins, in a paper entitled "View
From the Patient's Head," noted that the one common and pervasive
feeling that all stroke patients entertain is fear. For the patient who
is or was aphasic, an underlying and ever present cause of fear is
that the cerebral insult may have impaired the patient's awareness of
what is going on about him. In Hodgins' words, "the brain damage
may have knocked the patient's awareness askew." The patient may
become chronically apprehensive that he does not appreciate fully the
implications of what is being said to him, or what he reads, or even
what he hears and sees on radio and television. Ile becomes most
concerned when some kind of response is expected of him, or when
he thinks some response is expected. Indeed, one cause of his fear
is that he may not know when he is or is not expected to respond.

It is quite possible that before the aphasic suffered his cerebral in-
sult he may have been as frequently and equally unaware of environ-
mental expectations. But this was before he had reason to become
concerned about his possible lack of awareness to the currents of
verbal flow.

The writer Vladimir Nabokov, in his poetic novel Pale Fire shows
keen sensitivity to the aphasic's fear of his impaired awareness and
need for vigilance. Nabokov wrote:

She still could speak. She paused and groped and found
What seemed at first a serviceable sound,
But from adjacent cells impostors took
The place of words s!cle needed, and her look
Spelt imploration as she sought in vain
To reason with the monsters in her brain.

The process of recovery from aphasic involvements, which includes
the adjustment to the recovery, is in an important measure the learn-
ing of a strategy for when and how to reason with the impostors in the
cortical cells. When is the patient to marshal his forces and directly
attack the impostors, and when is the patient to wait until the im-
postors are off guard or too weak to impose their morbid influence
on him ?

At the risk of oversimplification, I am going to separate and discuss
the psychological problems of aphasic patients which may interfere
with vocational rehabilitation into two broad categories :
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(1) Modifications of personality and intellect that may be attrib-
uted to cerebral insult. These may be considered aspects of the syn-
drome of organicity.

(2) Modifications of language functions that are more obviously
manifestations of aphasic involvement.

We recognize, of course, that the two categories are interrelated.
The personality is what the person does, or thinks he does, or is ap-
prehensive that he may do. Nevertheless, any experienced counselor or
clinician who has worked with a stroke patient, whether or not the
patient was aphasic, appreciates that brain damage per ee is often
associated with changes that demand consideration in a rehabilitative
program.

General Consideration

I believe that any person who has incurred a cerebral insult, whether
or not the incident is associated with obvious aphasic involvements,
undergoes a number of modifications in intellectual functioning that
have direct implications for vocational adjustment. The adjustment in-
dicated earlier in this paperthe need for constant vigilance relative
to linguistic organization and expressionsuggests that the patient
should not be exposed to working situations of a nature that requires
immediate verbal expression and verbal commitment without ample
opportunity for a second thought or opportunity for self-correction.
The desirable working situation is one in which the patient has time
for second thoughts and the expression of such thoughts before he is
required to make a verbal commitment. The result may well earn the
aphasic or ex-aphasic a desirable reputation as a deep thinker who
refuses to make snap judgments. It is not a bad reputation to establish.

intellectual inefficiency

Most recovered aphasics, and particularly those with temporoparie-
tal damage, manifest some degree of intellectual inefficiency. Please
note the avoidance of the use of the term intellectual decrement. This
is not a euphemism. What I wish to emphasize is that, for practical
purposes, intellectual inefficiency often manifests itself as a functional
decrement. There is, however, a difference in implication between the
terms, which makes for quite a difference in how we may regard the
postaphasic and how he may come to regard himself. By intellectual
inefficiency, I mean that the individual must have optimal conditions.
Conditions that exist in busy and competitive environments may
quickly and significantly reduce the level of intellectual functioning
of the postaphasic much more than these conditions are likely to in-
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fluence and impair the functioning of an adult of comparable age and
educational background who has not suffered brain insult. Beyond this,
there is also some evidence that actual decrements in ability to con-
ceptualize with nonverbal materials as well as with verbal materials are
found in brain-damaged adults in general and somewhat more so in
those who are aphasic.*

The postaphasic adults need optimal working conditions to perform
effectively. Exposure to a busy environment, to noise, movement, and
other influences that most of us can usually take in stride, tends to re-
duce the intellectual efficiency of the recovering aphasic. On the other
hand, a controlled environment may enable a postaphasic to function
in a productive and satisfying manner. Perhaps the observation made
many years ago by Hughlings Jackson to the effect that the aphasic
is "lame in thinking" continues, but to a lesser degree, for the recover-
ing aphasics. Such persons are not always, or even usually, obviously
lame in their thinking. When conditions are well controlled, their
lameness disappears. But the potential for circumstances to produce at
least a little limp continue to be present for an indefinitely long time.

Perceptual Dysfunction

Many recovered aphasics continue to manifest perceptual defenses.
Under conditions of stress, or under any of the less than optimal con-
ditions previously described, a postaphasic may have increased diffi-
culty in hearing or, perhaps more accurately, in listening. If he tries
to listen, he expects himself, and is expected by others, to understand
what is being said. The postaphasic may not remember that before his
involvement he did not always understand what he heard. One defense
against failure to understand is not to listen. We need also to be aware
of the evidence that persons who have incurred damage to the temporal
cortical area, whether or not they are aphasic, may have some degree
of hearing loss greater than would be expected on the basis of age
alone.** Sensory hearing loss, combined with perceptual dysfunction
for auditory events, creates a serious disability, even if it is sometimes
only a temporary one. The implications of such impairment for voca-
tional rehabilitation should be apparent. Both hearing and listening
ability should be assessed for a person with temporal lobe lesit.n. Until
the counselor and the patient are confident that hearing and listening

M. L. Teuber, in discussion following 0. L. Zangwill's contribution on "In-
telligence in Aphasia" at a symposium of the Ciba Foundation (Ciba Founda-
tion, London, op. cit., pp. 261-284).

**Miller found that bemiplegic patients with and without aphasia tended to
show greater threshold losses for speech than for pure tones. (Miller, Journal of
Speech and Hearing Disorders, November 1060, 25:4:333 -339).
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demands in a job situation are not in excess of the patient's ability for
these functions, such vocation should be avoided.

Visual perceptual dysfunction may also be present. Fortunately,
unlike auditory events that are ephemeral, many visual events that
do not involve things in movement are stable if not static. If there
is some doubt as to what a visual event looks like or means, one can
often take another look. The printed word does not ordinarily fade
into the past once it has been viewed. The person with residual dyslexia
need not expose his sensitive ego when he reviews and rereads a. line.

The person with residual auditory dysphasia unfortunately does
expose himself and reveals his impairment each time he asks a speaker
to repeat himself. Even when the patient or ex-patient, has the cour-
age to indicate that he has not understood what was just said, it is
unlikely that the speaker will reiterate his statement exactly as the
statement was first uttered. When asked to repeat, most speakers
change the stress, or the rate, or substitute a new word or phrase for
one previously sr,oken. As a result, the listener is exposed to a some-
what different flow of utterance than the one he tried but failed to
understand in the first, instance. His second attempt at listening and
understanding may present new problems of comprehension rather
than help him to resolve the old ones.

Neural tag and Persevere Ilan

Most persons who have incurred brain damage, and so most aphasics
and many recovered aphasics, continue to show evidence of neural
leg. Under stress, they manifest an increased tendency toward
perseveration, to maintaining a response rather than modifying it
according to the demands of changing events. Even under relatively
comfortable circumstances, recovered aphasics perform better when
there is no pressure for rapid modification of activity or for quick
changes of a mental set. A tendency for excessive perseveration has at
least three vocational implications.

The first is that the recovered aphasic needs help to deal with situa-
tions that might be conducive to stress. The second is that the recovered
aphasic needs help to develop insights into the manner and circum-
stances of his performance and to avoid becoming involved in situa-
tions that require quick changes of set at rapid changes in type of
activity. The third implication is a positive one thers are kinds of
activities that permit an individual to work at his own rate without
contan about environmental pressures or competition. There are also
many repetitive activities in which the ex-patient can perform rela-
tively well.

So, perseveration, the maintenance of an inappropriate mental set
or the repetition of an inappropriate activity, may and can be avoided.
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If avoided, anxiety, feelings of inadequacy, and occa!onally even
catastrophic behavior, such as fainting, sensory loss, and aggressive
reactions, will not chronically become part of the behavioral patterns
and the new personality of the recovered aphasic.

Tendency Toward Concretism and Ego Orientation

In the process of recovery, many persons tend to exercise what
may have been a premorbid inclination toward concretism and ego
orientation. Such persons often fail to make the necessary adjustments
to environmental demands, especially in regard to their understand-
ing of other persons' spoken and written language as well as in regard
to their own production of language. Their thinking, their needs, the
way in which language is used, are likely to be modified and governed
by limitations that are expressions of their own excessive egocentricity.

In a very real sense, and despite physical recovery, such persons
continue to be patients and function by expecting that the members
of their environment will put out and adjust to them. Thus, the inter-
pretation of what goes on in their personal environment has limited
meaning and restricted significance. Such partially recovered aphasics
should not be in a vocational position where flexibility of thinking and
ability to appreciate the intent and needs of others are important
considerations.

Problems Directly Associated With Language Impairment

The problems and the vocational implications arising from aphasic
language involvements are obvious and need little time for considera-
tion. There is, however, one aspect of the problem that deserves men-
tion. I have on many occasions been impressed with an attitude of
unwillingness by some aphasics to assume a fair share of responsibility
in making himself understood to a listener. I am concerned about an
expression of attitude that because of his history of aphasic involve-
ment, an adultusually an older adultmay behave as though it is the
listener's task to figure him out, to divine his mood, his intent, as well
as his words. Although this attitude is not peculiar to adults who are
or have been aphasic, it constitutes a greater problem in dealing with
aphasics and postaphasics because most of us are more likely to accept
the added burden of communicative responsibility than would be the
case with nonaphasics. The danger for recovering aphasics is that if
we accept too large a load of communicative responsibility we may
reinforce a mode of verbal and affective behavior that in the long
run will make a chronic patient of someone who might otherwise have
become a poetaphasio.
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Permit me to de-negate and to change stress in the title assigned to
me. (1) The word, problems, and the word, interfere, create a mood
somewhat negative. Let's take the partly sunny approach rather than
the partly cloudy approach. Why should we label the behavioral
characteristics of the aphasic, such as concret ism, problems? This is the
level of functioning of the aphasic and these characteristics only be-
come problems when misunderstood by his environment. The aphasic
adult has no "social problems"the word, social, implies another
person.

(2) And that leads to my second request, for alteration in title, i.e.,
a change of stress. Instead of turning our spotlight on the aphasic,
let's see what the world, in this case the employer of the DVR Coordi-
nator, needs to know about aphasia and about the people who have had
this kind of disruption in language.

What Should the Employ., Know About This Aphasic Adult?

1. That he is an adult human being, that he is not fragile. Perhaps
this is related to our fear of the word, stroke, but frequently the world
becomes uncomfortable around an individual who has had some change
either in his heart or in his head and we regard them as "sick" people.
Our whole mien changes in talking with them, but the wise employer is
one who sees this is still henry Throckmorton and treats him so.

2. That the aphasic adult is better than he looks. You can't tell a
book by its cover and you can't judge competence by performance in
these adult& All of us involved in language testing of the adult aphasic
know he is better than we can show on tests. All clinical psychologists
involved in testing of the adult aphasic know that he is better than the
testa portend. All involved with prevocational testing report that the
patients do better in a job than they predict they are going to do.
Recently a prevocational tester found on test that an aphasic gentle-
man could not return to his job of grinding lens in an optical factory.
However, the man is successfully doing such work at the present time.
In another instance, the stroke patient could not pick up pins on
command but designed an exquisite piece of woodworking. Detroit

(42)
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Edison Co. say the only way they know if a toaster is repaired is to
put bread in it and toast it.

8. That the aphasic adult needs time. Most of our research studies are
indicating that the aphasic adult is capable of learning but at a slower
rate. Presumably it is not a matter of either learning or not learning,
but rather that the learning is affected by the climate or conditions
under which the aphasic is working.

4. That he needs to have the spotlight off hint The aphasic presum-
ably performs better if his surroundings are quiet and be is rot the
center of attention. Recently, a patient reported that she could catch
errors in cribbage if she were watching the game but not if she were
playing the game. Another patient was able to find errors in his office
payroll if he went back at night when the other office workers were not
present. IL doesn't want to be stared at. One of our patients told of
how the medical staff would gather around his bed, suck through their
teeth and say, "How interesting I" The patient said, "I didn't want to
be interestingI just wanted to be an average guy." Another young
woman told of her return to her office job and being bothered by every-
one sympathizing with her.

5. That the aphasia adult needs structure. He finds it the most diffi-
cult, when he has to create out of whole cloth, but if the guidelines are
set up for him he performs better. Recently when a group of our
aphasic adults talked to a lay audience, they were asked "What is a
typical day at the University of Michigan Speech Clinic!" They were
unable to answer this question until the question was rephrased to
"What do you do at 8 o'clock !" "What do you do at 9 o'clock, etc." They
need structure. They need a harne&q, but let's recall Robert Frost's
comment "Freedom is moving wily in harnes4."

6. That the aphasic adult needs reinforcemegt, that directions cannot
be flipped off to the aphasic adult, but rather may need to be written
and spoken before meaning becomes clear. An aphasic told us that he
was asked to do jury duty. The assembled group were told that the
first 25 names read of should report to Judge and the next 25
to Judge The aphasic said by the time he figured out where his
name was he didn't know where he was to report.

7. That he may experience sudden fatigue. Not long ago a wife of an
aphasic patient saki that it was not the situation or the familiarity of
words which would determine if her husband could understand, but
rather that he might fail because sudden fatigue may occur. Surely we
see man,- of the aphasic adults performing well and then a sudden
clogging of the circuits and neither ability to understand or to express
an idea. He appears to experience sudden momentary disorganization.
Further there is a waxing and waning of attention. At some times the
individual is Jolly-jump-up and at other times a cigar store Indian.
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8. That he can do only one thing at a time. Aphasics tell us they can't
dance and talk at the same time, that they can't drive and talk.

Obviously the employer needs to have other knowledges about
aphasia and the language of the aphasic, but I have attempted to dis-
cuss the characteristics of aphasic behavior which have a "social"
smell.

Which Employer Will Be the More Successful With the Aphasic Adult?

1. The one who already has an investment in the patient because of
previous employment in that firm. This brings out the patriarchal side
of the employer. Let's be materialistic, considerable money has already
been spent in training this individual and they would hope that their
investment could be salvaged. This has been found to be especially
true in small companies where employees are known to management
and where management is not restricted by rank, labor unions, etc.

2. Tho one who is secure enough himself that he can take time to
look at the other guy, one that does not need to have his dependency
needs met by his employees, one that does not have to talk a lot. Not
long ago, a prospective employer visited our residential program and
when he left, a patient said "He was here 15 minutes and talked 20."
The employer has to be secure enough himself that he does not person-
alize what the aphasic adult is saying. Some years ago when meeting a
patient who immediately burst into tears, I wondered if he did not
"like" me. This patient and I have continued to be friends through the
years and he has recalled how ho cried with gratitude because a speech
therapist had arrived. Recently I examined a patient whose only word
was "no" which he used with a variety of inflectionsone's first reac-
tion was to interpret it as a personal reaction rather than an automa-
tism. Further, the honesty or lack of social inhibitions often seen in
the aphasia adult are hard for the employer or anyone to accept. As
Schuell puts it, "The aphasic cannot tell a lie"if a professional gen-
tleman, now aphasic., insists on asking me, a middle-aged woman, her
age in a public meeting, it must be understood or in my case diverted.
The employer will be the more succmful if he does not overreact to
the words of the aphasic, and not nn for the rsychologist when the
aphasic says he wants an tx from the basement, but rather figure out
that the man probably means he wants scissors from downstairs.

8. The one who is not oppressed by the aphasic, adult, who is not
afraid of the patient with a stroke. lie may even be able to see the fun
in some of the aphasic behavior. Recently our DVIt Coordinator
heard an employer using the words "writing" for pencil and "straight
up" for lunch, the way an aphasic employee did. If the employer can
create a climate where the aphasic adult or any other employee can
make errors and not be castigated, there are good working conditiona.
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4. The one who can hear the ery in the wilderness. In some cases the
cry is masked but if the employer can see the road signs, the danger
signs, whether it be of the frustration of an aphasic adult or any other
employee the working mood is good.

5. The one who recognizes the dignity of man, "the citadel within
the sanctuary" to quote William James, the one who is not patronizing.
Though the aphasic adult recognizes that he cannot again be a lawyer,
he knows alno that he does not want to be a truck driver. He wants to
have a reason to get up in the norning, to have his place under the
Sun, but not at the loss of his serf- esteem. The employer who recog-
r.ives that it is hard for a man to rourn to a position of lower prestige
is a more successful employer. And if he can sense the hidden interpre-
tations the aphasic might be making, well, lah do drill! For example,
one of our employers sensed an aphasic's unhappiness in being located
in a basementbasement, lower-level, second-rate merchandise I DVR
coordinators will seek out the noncondescending employer who may
say, "Mr. B has accomplished this and this with us," not "We did so
and so with Mr. B," the one who may say, "You probably can read
these bills of lading" rather than "Can you read anything at all!"

6. The one who recognizes he may be more comfortable with patient
I than with patient 2. Just as some nonaphasics make us more com-
fortable than others, this too will be true with the onset of aphasia.
In a class of graduate students I often play recordings of a number of
individuals showing different aphasic behavior am! ask the students
with whom they would prefer to do therapy. It is as good as running
an BINH on the graduate students.

And further the employer must not have guilt feelings because he
is not comfortable with each and every aphasic. If he does not, he has
recognized the individuality of his employees, aphasic or nonaphask.

7. The one who recognizes that he may be misunderstood or that he
may misunderstand. Just as his comments to one of us may be misinter-
preted, the employer must expect this to happen with the aphasic
adult. The employer will remember that the aphasic adult is not facile
with words and may get sidetracked. Not long ago I telephoned an
aphasic who had previously been enrolled in the University of Mich-
igan Aphasia Program to ask him to lecture to a new group of aphasic
adults at the University of Michigan. When he arrived for the meet-
ing, he told me that he had been upset by my telephone call because
"Three times you asked me 'are you sick!" In reviewing what I must
have said to this gentleman, it appeared that I had asked "flow are you
doing!" and "Glad to hear you are getting along well," and "You
sound mighty good." Further, the employer may forget that the em-
ployee is aphasia and react to him inappropriately, ekg., one of our
aphasic adults said to a young research assistant "You are stupid"
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the research assistant pouted. When asked about this later the aphasic
scolded us, saying, "You are forgetting I am aphasic. If you had re-
membered you would have known I meant the opposite that she was
smart."
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The cerebral pathologies which produce symptoms of aphasia in
any one [Articular person may, also, produce physical disabilities in
that person. Although the site and extent of the cerebral lesion may
not have a direct relationship to the type of severity of the aphasia,
the locus of the cerebral lesion will have a more obvious reationship
to the amount and type of physical problems experienced by the pa-
tient. We shall discuss some specific physical symptoms of aphasic
patients, particularly from the point of view d these symptoms pos-
sibly interfering with our vocational rehabilitation attempts.

Hemiplegia. Perhaps the most common physical symptom ape-
rienced by patients with aphasia is unilateral paralysis (hemiplegia)
or weakness (hemiparesis) of the upper and lower extremities. Typi-
cally, the aphasic patient has dominant, left hemisphere damage with
a resulting right hemiplegia. While the involved leg may have a return
of function sufficient to permit good, functional ambulation, the arm
and hand usually remain more involved, perhaps never acquiring a
complete return of function. In the early days after the onset of
hemiplegia, the patient may well be counseled and instructed to use
his uninvolved hand for selfcare needs, for writing, etc, The patient
who le forced to use his nonpreferred hand for the first time because
of dominant hand involvement may demonstrate real I, skwardness
whenever attempting to perform a fine motor skill. This awkwardness
related to inexperience in using the vonprefened hand for fine, dis-
crete motor skills will usually diminish as the patient practices these
fine skills. Some of this ay.kwardne&e, however, if it persists, may be
related to bilateral cerebral involvement (which in effect means there
is no "uninvolved" extremity) or be symptomatic of an apraxia of
the relatively uninvolved side. The typical hemiplegic aphasic patient
experiences over time considerable physical improvement of arm and
leg, particularly if he has received adequate nursing care and physical
therapy which will help to prevent unnecessary contractures of the
involved side. Theee disciplines will also encourage the patient to
utilize maximally all return as such functions may return.

It is a rare aphasic patient in my experience who does not experience
enough resolution of his physical problem of hemiplegia to permit
functional ambulation and gross use of his involved arm and hand.

(47)
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F:om a vocational point of view, however, the typical aphasic patient
should be discouraged from pursuing complex bimanual activities
bemuse of the presence of hemiplegia or hemiparesis.

Ilemianopeia. Visual field reduction is sometimes experienced by the
aphasic patient, with or without his conscious awareness. If a hemi-
plegic patient experiences a right homonymous hemianopsia, this
right-field defect is more often the resin' of involvement of the optic
pathways deep within the left cerebral hemisphere. The patient loses
the transmission of the optic nerve of those visual impulses originating
in the left half of each retina, resulting in lack of right-field vision
in each eye. Many of these field defects secondary to intrahemisphere
pathology are experienced by the hemiplegic patient only temporarily,
with return of field function after some degree of physical stabiliza-
tion has occurred. The aphasic patient should be tested by the neurolo-
gist or ophthalmologist for the possible presence of a visual field defect.
If hemianopsia is present, any vocational planning should not require
important visual discriminations and recognitions from the patient.
It has been demonstrated that aphasic patients with right hemianopsia,
who are relatively intact intellectually, can be trained to compensate
for their visual field defects by moving their heads in a sweeping left
to right fashion, permitting the intact field areas to be exposed to
the total visual environment, For a hemianopsia which persists, it is
important that the patient be made aware of his field limitations and
that attempts be made to help the patient develop various head and
eye movement compensations so that he might utilize his normal, in-
tact areas of vision.

Brain Stem Involrement. It is a rare aphasic patient who experi-
ences in addition to his aphasia s severe loss of motor control of tongue,
facial muscles, palate, pharynx, and oculornotor mupcles. Such a
patient with such brain stem pathologies has usually had multiple
OVAs or a traumatic injury of some type. Damage to the true cranial
nerve nuclei is a relatively rare event for the aphasia patient, If
prevent, however, we might well expect a severe and lasting dysarthria
which might seriously impair overall speech intelligibility. Vocation-
ally, it would not be consistent with brain stem symptomatology to
expect the patient to occupy any kind of verbal position where Intel-
ligibility of his speech is a primary requisite. It. should be added that
dysarthria in the typical aphasic patient. is rarely severe enough to
prevent gross understanding of what the patient is saving. Cranial
nerve nuclei involvement may make chewing and swallowing almost
impossible, sometimes requiring infubation, gastrostomy, or special
diets. Oculornotor problems secondary to brain stem involvement may
produce diplopia and/or nystagmus, requiring special management
by the ophthalmologht,
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Seizures,. Secondary to cerebral damage, particularly from trau-
matic insult to the cerebral cortex, epileptic seizures may develop. The
typical aphasic patient does not experience either petit mal or gran
mal seizures. If he does develop seizures, they can usually be well con-
trolled today by medication. Anticonvulsant therapy should be initi-
ated by the neurologist for any aphasic patient who is suspected of
having or who has demonstrated seizures. A regime of anticonrul-
sant therapy can usually be we tolerated by the patient, permitting
hunt to participate actively in rehabilitation and vocational training
programs. For the occasional patient whose seizures cannot be con-
trolled, or who cannot tolerate the amount of medication required for
his seizure control, vocational planning should be consistent with
these limitations.

Cardiovascular Irregularity. The CVA aphasic patient may con-
tinue to have the same physical problems relative to his cardiovas-
cular system that he had before the CVA. Hypertension or coronary
insufficiency may be typical symptoms which may influence recovery
from aphasia and accompanying physical symptoms. Medication con
trol of many cardiovascular complaints may be highly successful, al-
though the occasional patient may not tolerate these medications well,
perhaps experiencing dizziness, light headednees, tachychardia, etc.
The cardiovascular status of the aphasic patient and the influence of
medication to normalize an aberrant cardiovascular system will im-
pose some limitation on what we can plan for the individual patient,
and the reality of this imposition cannot be ignored in our vocational
planning.

Aprazias. Occasionally we may find an aphasia patient who suffers
front limb apraxia, an inability to use the hand voluntarily with
normal involuntary hand behaviors rmnaining. We have observed oc-
casional patients with a form of Artesia where the patient was lit-
orally unable to sit down in a chair when asked to do so by someone
else, although in a normal chair sitting situation he could do so with-
out any awkwardness. This disparate type of motor response, inability
at the voluntary level and ability at the involuntary level, may play
havoc, for the best conceived vocational rehabilitation plan. The patient
may appear to be inconsistent in the adequacy of his motor responses,
but on closer observation we will find that the hierarchy of volition
seems to determine the adequacy of response; the higher or more
volitional the motor response requirement, the greater the likelihood
of an apractic-like response. Specialists in physical medicine are often
in the best position to test and identify for the presence of various
forms of apraxia. Vocational planning should be consistent with these
findings.

Sensory Losses. The aphasic patient who suffers from sensory dis-
orders, which may range from slight tingling or numbness to severe
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pain, is usually the patient who has some degree of hemiparesis or
herniplegia. He will complain of decreased sensation or increased sen-
sation in the involved extremities, particularly the arm, and on the
side of the face, extending laterally from the midline. For some
patients with these sensory problems, the discomfort is all prevailing
and becomes their most troublesome symptom, far more disturbing
to them than their paralysis or their aphasia. Fortunately, for the
majority of aphasic patients any of the sensory discomforts (numb-
ness, tingling, burning sensation, astereognosis) decrease in severity
as part of the patient's total recovery or lessening of symptoms. It
has been observed on occasion, however, that a patient will experience
deep pain or hyperesthesia with little or no successful medical man-
agement of the problem, rehabilitation attempts will be hampered for
this patient according to the extent of his discomfort and his ability
to cope or live with the discomfort.

Visual and hearing losses may be experienced by occasional aphasic
patients. A decrease in visual or auditory acuity is usually not sec-
ondary to the cerebral losion which produced the aphasia, and such
losses will be about as prevalent for aphasic patients as they are for
the normal population at comparable ages.

Summary. The aphasic patient generally faces the EattaP physical
obstacles to recovery that any other stroke patient must overcome.
We must not in our focus r n the problem of aphasia forget that the
patient may have physical problems, such as hemiplegia and cardio-
vascular instability, which may seriously interfere with successful
vocational rehabilitation. For any particular aphasic patient, how-
ever, there are usually many residual skills, including normal physical
functions, which need to be identified and exploited therapeutically.
For successful rehabilitation requires that while we be mindful of the
patient's physical limitations, we place our focus on exploiting and
urging the patient to use maximally all of his residual and returning
skills.
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At the risk of redundancy it appears desirable to preface discussion
of receptive problems of aphasic patients with a reminder of two
familiar characteristics of aphasic populations. First, aphasic patients
differ from one another in pattern as well as severity of aphasic
symttoms. As a result one cannot make meaningful statements about
the receptive problems of aphasic patients. We can only talk about
probAsms that may be present to some relative degree in some patients
and wi!...1.41 may not exist in others.

The second relevant consideration is that most aphasic patients
show marked changes over time. Consequently early asses nent of the
abilities and limitations of an aphasic patient is not an appropriate
guide for vocational planning, and would, in fact, be expected to
result in a negatively biased estimate of the patient's potential.

In this paper we shall discuss problems of auditory, visual, and
visuo-spatial perception that are sometimes found in aphasic patients,
and which sometimes impose limitations on vocational rehabilitation.

Auditory Problems In Aphasia

Comparatively little is known about disorders of central auditory
processes. There is no evidence that either unilateral or bilateral
cerebral lesions affect auditory threshold (Jerger, 1964). Pure-tone
audiometry reveals no differences between brain-injured and non-
brain-injured subjects in comparable age group. There is no correla .

tion between bearing loss and the amount of difficulty aphasic patients
experience understanding spoken language.

More sophisticated audiological techniques, such as reducing
redundancy of messages by low-pass filtering, or introducing binaural
interferenes through use of competing mtw-sm results in impaired
perception in the contralateral ear in patients with temporal lobe
lesions (13occa 1955, 1958, 1963; Kimura 1961a, 1961b). Effects of
reduced redundancy and competing messages appear with lesions of

(st)
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either hemisphere. It follows that phenomena underlying these effects
cannot account for aphasic difficulties understanding spoken language,
since they are observed when no aphasia is present, Hirsch (1962) and
Jerger (1964) have both emphasized that although tests involving
verbal materials appear most sensitive to auditory damage, these
techniques do not permit analytic description of the fundamental
properties of the central auditory system. Neither do they give us any
information about how aphasic patients may perceive spoken language.

Partial Auditory Imperceptioa

Initially almost all aphasic patients show mild impairments of
phoneme discrimination, tending to confuse names of letters that
sound alike, and sometimes words that sound alike. In only a small
per cent of aphasic patients is this impairment severe or persisting.

We use a relatively simple test for phoneme discrimination, requir-
ing identification of paired words, such as face and vase, girl and curl,
meat and beet, dims and time, and so on, On this test four errors
represent one, and seven errors represent two standard deviations
from the mean for aphasic subjects. All patients who have made four
or more errors have shown persisting evidence of partial or inter-
mittent auditory imperception.

As recovery progresses these patients respond to spoken language
appropriately with increasing frequency, and usually learn to repeat.
At times, however, they continue to behave as though they do not hear.
The patient ma-4- look bewildered, chake his head, or ask to have a
word repeated again and again. If he can repeat, he may even say the
word in a puzzled manner, as though he had never heard of it before.
Recognition may occur suddenly, and appears to be an all-or-none
event.

One of my patients usually responds appropriately in conversation,
And can follow most reasonable verbal directions. He can read fairly
literate sentences of nine or ten words aloud, answer specific questions
about content, and frequently expresses appreciation of subject matter,
humor or style. For example, he thought, "Snow fell softly all night,"
had a nice sound. In another sentence he liked the expression "legend-
ary king." He thought, "The butler was playing tiddlywinks in the
hall," hilarious, and considered that the historical verdict that Richard
III was wicked was probably incorrect. For nearly 8 years he has
written his name, address, and the date on his papers every day. Re-
cently I asked him the date, immediately after he had written the
inscription, and he answered, "March seventh," which was correct. I
then asked him the year, and he was completely bewildered. He re-
peated year several times, shook his head, and then said, "I just don't
know what you mean. It just doesn't get in." The last statement is his
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own explanation of what happens when he cannot respond, and he can-
not expand it. Sometimes he says, "It's all squirrely." It is my impres-
sion that he is describing two different kinds of events: that, "It doesn't
get in," refers to absence of appropriate neural events at some crucial
level of processing, while "It's all squirrely," describes active inter-
ference, since this response often occurs in a context of perseverative
responses.

It seems obvious that intermittent perception of verbal messages
could interfere with job performance, if the patient missed an im-
portant instruction, or if observers misinterpreted his behavior when
he did not comprehend.

Partial auditory imperception is always part of a complex aphasic
syndrome. We have been able to follow only one patient with this kind
of impairment who has gainful employment. He was an extremely in-
telligent man. When he found himself unable to return to his former
position he capitalized on his hobby of amateur movies, and found
seasonal employment running a projector in a drive-in movie, which
he was able to do successfully until his terminal illness.

Auditor), Recognition of Words

We infer that almost all aphasic patients initially have some trouble
recognizing spoken words. The evidence is that the Ammons scores of
individual patients almost always show higher scores on final than
on initial testing, and the probability that these differences are due to
chance is less than three in a hundred thousand. Group data also show
statistically significant differences between initial and final test scores.
Errors increase as a negative function of the frequency with which
words occur in general language usage (Schuell, Jenkins, Landis,
1961), and this relationship obtains on both initial and final scores,
in spite of statistically significant differences in total test errors.

Since the most common error is confusion between words that are
associated in meaning, most errors of word recognition should prob-
ably be considered semantic or linguistic rather than perceptual errors.
We have included them here because this is a dimension of impairment
that interferes with the aphasic patient's ability to respond to incoming
stimuli appropriately.

Perceptual errors also occur in some patients, as we have noted be-
fore. The other day my patient, whose vocabulary usage is generally
superior, could not produce a meaningful sentence using the word
ankle, which appeared in a spelling lesson. I said, "Show me your
ankle," and he pointed to the top of his head. I said "No," and be
said in surprise, "Isn't it oil the top of your head?" Further explora-
tion revealed he was confusing the words ankle and scalp, and even
when they were written, had difficulty identifying the one he heard.
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Probably the most critical implication of mild impairment of word
recognition for vocational rehabilitation arises from the proclivity of
occupational groups to employ terms that are not in general usage
and to develop private codes. One would anticipate that t.n aphasic
patient might experience difficulty with specialized linguistic usages
as well as with terms that were new to him. A. single explanation
of a term would not usually be sufficient to establish it for an aphasic
patient. Aphasic patients who have resumed university training have
reported marked difficulty learning new symbol systems of various
kinds, ranging all the way from algebraic or phonetic symbols to
foreign languages. On the other hand, most aphasic patients respond
positively to trade or professional jargon they havo used over a long
period of time.

Reduction of Auditory Retention Span

Almost all aphncic patients show some impairment of auditory
or verbal retention span. Span appears related to the number of units
the brain can hold in short-term memory for processing. McNeil
(1966) has suggested that more than one kind of short-term memory
may operate in language, and that there may be separate systems that
operate on phonological, syntactical, and semantic levels, for example.
However this may be, restriction of verbal span in aphasia is readily
demonstrated on tasks such as pointing to objects named by the ex-
aminer, then pointing to the same objects named in series of two or
three; by following short directions, then two or three, of the same
directions combined, or directions that are progressive in length; by
repetition of series of digits of gradually increasing length; and by
repetition of sentences equated for difficulty but progressive in length.

On the Minnesota Test the correlation between pointing to items
named serially and following directions is .95, and between repetition
of digits and repetition of sentences, .98. These remarkably high cor-
relations indicate that whatever accounts for the variance on one of
the paired tests accounts for approximately 90 and 96 percent respec-
tively, of the variance on the other. We surmise that this factor is
stimulus length, or verbal retention span if you permit this inference.

The correlations between the tests that use different response modes
are somewhat lower, as one would expect, but are still high: between
pointing to objects named serially and repetition of digits, .81, and
between items serially and sentences, .78, for example.

Both test findings and clinical experience indicate that aphasic pa-
tients will miss parts of what people say if they say too much a t a
time. It was one of Head's patients (1926) who observed that he noticed
clever people always said things in a few words so he could under-
stand. The difficulty can also be minimized if the speaker pauses long



enough to give the listener an opportunity to grasp one idea before
going on to the next.

A former patient of ours found himself in a class section '31. the uni-
versity in which the instructor talked very rapidly, without ever seem-
ing to pause for breath. The patient was unable to follow the lectures.
When he transferred to another section with a different instructor, he
had minimal difficulty with presumably similar material. Since situa-
tions of this kind probably arise wore frequently in training programs
than on jobs, it seems possible that an aphasic patient could fail in a
training course for a job he could handle very well; and that on-the-
job training might be more desirable than training courses for many
aphasic patients.

Visual and Woo:pallet Problems in Aphasia

Visual acuity is not usually affected by cerebral lesions. The excep-
tion is when the optic nerve is involved, as in some head injuries and
with some tumors.

Hemlanopsla

The most common residual of unilateral cerebral lesions is homony-
mous hemianopsia, which results from interruptions of the optic radia-
tions, and reduces vision in corresponding fields of each eye. Practically
the patient simply fails to perceive objects that appear too far right or
too far left of center, as the case may be. Since the defect appears in
the field that is contralateral to the lesion, many aphasic patients have
a right homonymous hemianopsia. Such a patient may sometimes fail
to perceive words on the right side of the page when reading, for ex-
ample. This is rarely a persisting problem, since most patients auto-
matically compensate by various means, which include positioning
the eyes toward the hemianopic side, turning the eyes, turning the head,
looking ahead of the word when reading, and by psychological comple-
tion (Gassell and Williams, 1983).

Gassell and Williams pointed out that patients usually have little
or no awareness of hemianopic defects, which consist of simple ab-
sence of sensation. In their worsts, the defect was not experienced but
had to be discovered. They also commented on the remarkable ability
of patients to compensate for it.

Eleven of the 86 hemianopic subjects they studied showed absent
or minimal visual dysfunction. Fourteen reported occasional difficulty
during activities that might be considered load tests of ability to adapt.
Examples cited included a feeling of uncertainty in crowded places;
infrequent bumping in crowds; and difficulty following a football in
play when seated at the left corner of the field. One patient reported
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infrequent di..liculty watching television if the action moved suddenly
into the right corner of the screen.

In vocational planning some thought should be given to the probable
consequences of a hemianopie defect in a specific job situationfor
example, the consequences of not seeing an object approach from the
left, or from the right side.

Occipital Lesions

Bender and Teuber (1949) studied alterations of visual perception
in 08 patients with circumscribed occipital lesions resulting from head
injuries incurred in World War II. The most common finding was in-
creased fluctuation of visual thresholds. The mechanism they postu-
lated to account for this finding was abnormal intermittence of
cerebral activities subserving vision.

Using double simultaneous stimulation, they were able to demon-
strate obscuration or extinction of a stimulus in a visual field that
appeared intact on ordinary perimetry. Subjects required more time
for perception of visual contours, and contours lacked stability. Im-
pairment included rotation of figures, distortions, and alterations of
perceived size. Objects appeared misshapen, too large or too small, too
mar or too far, and a moving object was sometimes reported as a series
of stationary objects.

Only a very small percent of aphasic patients present visual prob-
lems of this kind, although it is possible for such impairment to coexist
with aphasia, and we see it sometimes. Severe perceptual problems
impose limitations on reading and writing, which rarely become func-
tional skills, partly because the difficulties are too great for the activity'
to be rewarding. Obviously persisting perceptual problems also impose
vocational limitations. The extent to which these are surmountable is
usually determined by the entire constellation of deficits that is present.

impaired Discrimination and Recall of Learned Visual Patterns

In aphasia there is almost always some reduction of reading and
writing ability, because reading and writing utilize language, and
language is impaired. For example, my ability to read or write German
is very limited, although the problem is not in the visual domain.

However, some aphasic patients, who show no gross impairment of
visual perception, have consistent and persisting difficulty making the
fine visual discriminations and recalling the learned visual patterns
used in reading and writing. In one series of such patients we studied,
76 percent had a right homonymous hemianopsia; 26 percent showed
no field defect.
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In reading, these patients show a consistent tendency to confuse let-
ters that look alike, and since recognition is slow, a tendency to per-
ceive the beginning of the word and guess at the end of it. In writing,
they produce reversals and distortions of letter forms, and confuse
letters that have similar visual configurations. Upper and lower case
forms are often used indiscriminately. I once asked a literate patient
why he had used a capital letter in an inappropriate place, and he
smiled and confessed that he knew it was wrong, but he couldn't
remember what the other one looked like. Sometimes a patient com-
ments that he can't see a letter or a word in his mind, and patients can
sometimes be observed spontaneously tracing a letter in the air or on
the page, trying to utilize proprioceptive cues to aid defective visual
recognition or recall.

Loss of fine visual discrimination and impaired recall of visual
forms is not confined altogether to reading and writing. Impairment
can be usually observed on a test like the Benton Visual Retention Test,
and effects are sometimes apparent on other activities. One of our
patients, a man of superior intelligence, wanted something to do one
day and his wife gave him a box of trading stamps to paste in booklets.
He worked carefully, and the task occupied him pleasantly all after-
;loon. However, he failed to observe that the stamps in the box were
not all alike, and mixed them indiscriminately in the books he filled.

Usually patients with impaired discrimination and recall of letter
forms relearn the letters slowly, and reading and writing approach
former len% of literacy. Rate of performance remains retarded how-
ever, and occasional inconsistent errors tend to persist. The patient
may inadvertently read or write 6 for 9, d for b, m for w, reduplicate
a letter or a numeral, or reverse a pair of symbols. One would antici-
pate that such a patient would have difficulty in an occupation that
placed high demands upon either speed or accuracy of reading, writing,
or use of other visual symbols. Editing, proofreading, drafting, print-
ing, accounting, and bookkeeping are examples of occupations that
would probably be contraindicated.

One of our patients was a gifted young painter, who has since pro-
duced work of exhibit quality. At one point in his recovery he was
asked to paint a picture of an old house for its owner. Somewhat to
his surprise, he found he could not execute this commission. His report
was, "I don't understand why I can't get it right." Since ho was doing
good painting in an advanced class at the university at the time, one
can only suppose that the subject offered problems of linear relation-
ships, proportions, or perspective that were still too difficult for his
eye to solve.
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Spatial Imperception

It is generally considered that spatial concepts derive from move-
ments of the eyes, the head, postural movements, movements used in
manipulating objects, in approach and avoidance, and in exploration
as well as from vision. These m ements result in a continuous flow
of feedback information that enables us to move around freely in
space, avoid obstacles, turn left or right appropriately, manipulate
objects in space, such as cars and tennis balls, and perform many kinds
of skilled acts. We perceive objects visually, utilize propi ioceptive
as well as exterioceptive cues to judge relationships in space and make
continuous subtle adjustments to environment.

On factor analysis of the Minnesota Test we found a clear-cut visuo-
spatial factor that included all the matching, copying, and object-
assembly tests on the battery. All tasks represented on this factor
utilized somatosensory as well as visual information. The visuospatial
factor correlated most highly with the factor that represented gross
movements of the speech musculature, (r =.58) which also required
somatosensory control, and with the factor that represented discrimi-
nation and recall of learned visual patterns (r .55).

Only a small percentage of aphasic patients show impairment of
visuospatial perception, and there are usually patients with bilateral
cerebral damage. Patients differ from one another, not only in severity
of visuospatial impairment, but also in the extent to which each com-
ponent is involved. That is, in some patients the visual component of
the disturbance is more obvious, and in some the somatosensory, al-
though at this level of integration neither process is independent of
the other. In general the disturbance is more disruptive when somata-
sensory deficit is pronounced. Thus, talking about mild and severe
impairment of visuospatial perception is something of an oversimplifi-
cation, since there are differences of kind as well as degree. This divi-
sion characterizes the nature of the rehabilitation problems these
patients present, however, in a reasonable way, which is sufficient justi-
fication for its use.

Mild Impairment of Vlsuospailal Perception

Mild visuospatial impairment tends to manifest itself only on tasks
that require relatively fine visuospatial control. The patient usually
reports that his eyes bother him. He may get new glasses and find that
they do not help. He can still read, but frequently loses his place be-
cause he has trouble following the line or moving from one line to the
next. Placing a blank card or a small ruler under the line often facili-
tates reading in such cases. Musicians have reported that they can no
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longer read music, which is understandable, since position sense is
impaired.

Patients commonly have difficulty spacing writing on a page. They
may write over lines, bo unable to keep margin, run off the edge of a
page, or write over what has already been written. Unlike most aphasic
patients they are rarely able to compmsate for a field defect, even with
artificial aids, such as a bright strip of paper in the margin of a
book to mark the beginning or end of a line,

Some patients write fairly well, producing only occasional distor-
tions, such as an extra hump or loop on a letter. Others may have a
good deal of difficulty, initially, knowing where to start a letter, which
way to move the hand, or how to connect two letters in a word. Some-
times a patient corrects a distorted letter by sketching in lines to im-
prove its appearance, indicating that in this case visual discrimina-
tion exceeds control of movement patterns.

Solving arithmetic problems on paper presents great difficulties for
patients with impaired visuospatial perception, because they do not
know how to set figures down on the page so they can move from one
step of a solution to another. For example, one patient added 49, 27,
and 63 and obtained the astonishing sum of 9, 112. He added aloud,
saying, "Sixteennineteensixtwelve." Every addition was correct.
What he wrote, however, was this:

49
27

+63
1

9 12

Writing numerals of more than one digit, writing a column of figures,
or dealing with decimal points also present spatial difficulties. Improve-
ment occurs, but performance rarely if ever becomes completely
reliable.

On factor analysis all four arithmetical processes, addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, and division showed significant loadings on the
visuospatial factor.

Severe impairment of Visuosponal Perception

With severe impairment of visuospatial perception, drawing usually
shows marked distortion. A patient may draw the spokes in a wheel
running parallel, draw windows and doors detached from a house,
or on drawing a man, attach legs to arms. Sometimes a patient omits
an entire side of a figure. The most common deviation of this kind is
omission of an ipsilateral arm and leg on drawing a man. If a patient
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is pressed to finish the drawing, or even specifically directed to draw
the other arm or the other leg, he is usually very resistant. If he can
be induced to attempt to follow such an instruction he may draw an
arm or leg detached from the body, or append it to the arm or leg
drawn earlier in some bizarre fashion.

This behavior is often part of more pervasive impairment. The
patient may consistently ignore all stimuli on the affected side of the
body, and tend to turn consistently to the opposite side. Such a patient
gets little or no spatial information from visual cues. I was talking
to a patient on the ward one day when he looked up and saw his wife
come in at the other end of the room. He smiled and said with obvious
surprise and pleasure, "Oh, there's Jean," then stood up and walked
directly away from her.

Sometimes a patient consistently ignores the affected side of his
body. He may forget to shave the left side of his face, put his arm
in his left sleeve, or put the shoe on his left foot. In extreme cases
he may even deny that the affected arm or leg belongs to him because
he has no sensory information about it.

Most patients with severe visuospatial disorientation have great
trouble finding their way about, even in their own homes. In the
hospital a patient who is taken to the dining room or to his ward may
be unable to find his way to his table or hia bed.

Because the patient himself often does not understand the nature
of his difficulty, and because the observed behavior often appears
bizarre, patients with marked visuospatial impairment are sometimes
labeled confused, regressed, psychotic, or mentally deteriorated, and
rejected as candidates for rehabilitation. Very careful diagnostic
evaluation, and sometimes extended observations, are required to rule
out these diagnoses, since any of these conditions may coexist with
impaired visuospatial perception. It is also possible that generalized
confusion may be present during the acute period of the illness and
then subside. It is extremely important that a careful differential
diagnosis be made when the patient is neurophysiological stable.

I once saw a patient who had been placed in c, nursing home with
a diagnosis of mental deterioration secondary to a cerebrovascular
accident, after he was found wandering around town in an apparently
confused condition. The patient himself believed he was losing his
mind because he got lost on the way to his office, to which he had walked
every day for 40 years. He refused to go into a nursing home, because
he believed this was the first step in commitment procedures, and had
to be taken by force. This episode led the physician to advise the wife
that it was unsafe for her to be alone with her husband.

In the nursing home he lay upon his bed and cried, and alternately
cOntemplited means of suicide. The situation deteriorated so rapidly
that a daughter who was a biologist was summoned home. When she
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talked to her father she was unable to believe that he was either
psychotic or mentally deficient, and arranged for him to come to
Minneapolis for evaluatior

We found mild aphasia, a mild neurosensory hearing loss that cut
into the speech range, left homonymous hemianopsia with minimal
compensation, moderately severe visuospatial imperception, and re-
active depression that began to clear as soon as the patient found
someone who would talk to him about his condition. As we worked
with the aphasia we obtained daily evidence of sound judgment and
superior intelligence.

When the patient was convinced that his mind was intact he took
over his own rehabilitation. He thought he could get along with the
hearing loss, since he'd been doing it for a long time. He had not
realized that he did not see to the left, but he learned to stop and
look both ways when it was crucial. He decided there was nothing
wrong with telling people that he had a poor sense of direction and got
turned around easily, and asking the way when he felt lost. This
practice not only enabled him to move around the hospital freely, but
led to several friendships that convinced him that people who had
had strokes were not necessarily much different from other people.

Since he continued to get turned around, sometimes, he decided to
put a railing around an areaway that led down to the garage, so he
wouldn't inadvertently step off into space, and a gateway at the top
of the stairway, so he wouldn't fall downstairs if he got turned around
going to the bathroom at night.

Finally as the nightmare began to recede, he realized that his family
had not understood his difficulties any more than he had, and that they
had not known what to do, but had continued to try to find help for
him. Eventually he could talk about this experience without resent-
ment, and even admit that he'd been pretty hard on his wife, some-
times, because he thought she was trying to get rid of him. He still
blames the doctors, however, who wouldn't tell him anything. He has
been home for 8 years now. He looks after his own inve tents, and
he and his wife go to Florida every winter.

The most important part of the rehabilitation of this patient con-
sisted of defining his abilities and his limitations very precisely, and
demonstrating both repeatedly, until he understood the nature of his
problems and was convinced that he hadn't lost his mind. We did not
discharge him until he summed up the situation for himself, added,
"Well, I ought to be able to cope with that, hadn't If," and began to
make his own plans.

In this case the patient had reached retirement age, and vocational
rehabilitation was not considered. Instead we concentrated on plans
to keep him stimulated and active. I suspect that vocational rehabilita-
tion is not usually a practical goal for patients with serious visuo-
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spatial imperoepticn. Rehabilitation, however, may make the difference
between an individual who can function adequately in society, and
one who needs to be maintained in an institution, where depression and
withdrawal may effect progressive deterioration.
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Introduction

farry of our cortically traumatized citizens, with a disturbance in
the control of lingual usage, seem to find some ways and means to alter
the depths of their despairing reductions. It must be stressed, how-
ever, that any degree of communicative recovery is outstandingly
&pet lent upon the immediate society in which they are destined to
survive, Each individuel is an entity unto himself and his family.
We nraat, therefore, continuously bear in mind that no two persons
are idettic4 I ; the complexity of neurological pathways prohibt such
a situation and social histories also make it impossible. To help a per-
son with any degree of language loss we must understand not only the
patient before us but also his past and present relationships as well.

I wirir to strews this truthbrain damaged adults cannot afford un-
necessary .ocirl isolation. They retain and regain their verbal facility
and fund.' 'Ding only through relatively eon4ant stimulation and by
participatin? in pleNsurable communicative experiences within the
confines of their homes. This type of personal activity is far more
important thin any regulated remedial drills in our clinics regardless
of the lengti of time beyond the onset of cortical damage. When such
persons are subjected to a continuous barrage of unneeded clinical de-
mands they may have no choke but to voluntarily abandon oral ex-
pressions and even completely withdno, from social interaction. If
this withdrawal occurs, the resulting depression may terminate in
utter defeat, no matter how many language clinicians, physicians, or
vocational rehabilitation counselors try to help.

It seems so hard for so many to understand that a stroke is actually
a family illness. In any truly effective rehabilitation program con-
tinuous and regulated counseling should be readily available for the
entire household. The exchange of familial and clinical information is
imperative. As ciiniciaras the better we know the members of the
family the more adept we become in providing realistic guidance for
the stricken patient, Our first therapeutic target must be the home%
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Start with the family and help each person in it to see the person be-
hind the patient'a chaotic, screen of overall reductions. Until relative
stability, insight and appropriate affection is instituted, there is little
any clinician can do to help the recovery of useful language function.

It must be emphasized that we should allow and accept recurrent
periods of emotional ventilation of both the patient and his family.
There will be many failures and frustrations and if there is no one to
listen or observe, the patient has no alternative but to drop down into
the deepest stages of depression. The dysphasie's greatest enemy is
depression and it can retard or spoil even the slightest recovery of
functions. Even though the patient is unable to communicate, we and
the family should be always available to help and interpret and accept
the feelings we observe and to provide support. in the black hours. We
must discard our assumptions of interprofessional barriers. If we are
as honest as we wish fellow workers to be, the confession of our clinical
difficulties to our coworkers may lead to solutions. Such positive be-
havior is contagious and once we are willing to openly admit our own
limitations others will do so, toowe should not be content with our
ignorance. There is much to learn about dysphasia. Social murder is
unforgivable and it can be just that if any clinician strays too far from
his own professional field.

Emotional Tone. Prior to any abstract clinical assistance for com-
munication improvements, we must understand the behavioral devia-
tions that likely result from any damage to the brain. It seems most
humane to first consider our patient's emotional reactions. Such an
individual cannot avoid some feeling of guilt. In observing tensions
of the immediate family, the patient is apt to sense that he has altered
many living patterns of the persons for whom he has the highest re-
gard. This basic, concern, in combination with the multitude of per-
Pond reductions very often results in a persistent desire for complete
social withdrawal. At the very least, there are three minimum essen-
tials for positive survival in modern day society. The stricken patient
is in particular need of: (1) adequate physiological rest to assist in the
maintenance of a more nearly normal psychological adjustment; (2)
appropriate nutrition; and (8) the reeetablishment of acceptable
toiletry. Through many months of madjustment, we must remember
that these three babe functions dominate the attitudes of Pelf - concern.

Far too often, those who have no observable symptoms of body mal-
functions find it impossible to acquire either a faniily or professional
"ear" to hear anxious discussions of self-concern. When given an
opportunity, eren mildly impaired persons often describe difficulty sur-
prisingly similar to those among patients who are completely par-
alysed and have no meaningful use of language. Even though there
is but a slight degree of observable neurological damage such a patient
is apt to have a reduction of motor and sensory controls This as-
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auredly contributes to the negative exaggeration of an organically dam-
aged psyche. Each of us, in the varied professions, too often era in
drawing conclusions predominately based upon abstract textbook opin-
ions prior to careful reexaminations or even casual observations.
Clients who are not afforded strong evidence that we are truly con-
cerned may find it impossible to avoid the negative emotional pathway
leading to curtailment in behavioral adjustments.

Fatigue. The majority of dysphasic patients have but little vitality
combined with lasting reductions in emotional and intellectual self-
controls. Even though our clients may have had enough physical
rest to smain awake, they are Mill far below their pretraumatie
energy !svels. Lack of energy of course, contributes to en obvious
mitigetb..., in feelings of well-being. Even the slightest degree of ex-
cessive p,t c ;tire may precipitate an immediate return to uncontrollable
exhaust:At. These people tire easily and tire terribly. With excessive
fatigue he: cannot benefit from any type of clinical pressure and
even rec nt.y acquired physical controls disintegrate. When the patient
is push .1 unduly, particularly during attacks of fatigue, what has
been ao or ,plished may be completely erased, and in some instance.,
pemiNtl,

Xeur +litany, the traumatized individuals rarely return to pre-
damag id Isvels of intellectual and psychological behavior. Attacks of
lassitude seem to be unpredictable for the most part, and variations
in thole Certness occur far more feequently than those experienced by
you. The* unpredictable periods of excessive fatigue persist even
among the patients who have lived 6 to 10 years beyond their initial
trauma, thus, we should readily expect to find severe and frequent
*Vitas among the we contact shortly after their degenerative epi-
sode. We must not concentrate on the language disability alone One
of our major clinical shortcomings is the tendency to consider solely
the p limes deficit with little, if any, concern for the bask attacks
of n :rologicel weakness. This, of course, lends to behaviorisms of
extr,,mr, depressive withdrawal both of which are correlated with sud-
den ies el neurologicel fatigue.

To elaborate this discussion further, we must carefully consider
persistent variations in intellectual levels. A substantial number of
differences in test stores appeer to be highly correlated with a tem-
por uy lack of energy. The majority of ono dysphasia clients have but
a 1'..ttite4 ability to withstand even slight degrees of abstract pr ere.
Pao% individual and his family must be considered separately, how-
el-et and when there is a desire for physical or behavioral assistance
prm'kle careful guidance but never exert undue preemie's% The
reb sbilitat Ire proms is a slow strenuous "nphill" travel that becomes
easier when a carefully planned pathway is clear and the joutney is
not made alone.
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Nutrition, If we are aware of modification in our patient's nutri-
tional behavior it will help us to determine the readiness for intellectual
assistance. An extremely limited memory span combined with nutri-
tional disruptions often indicates a lack of ability to tolerate any
abstract activity. A vast number of patients, during the first several
months at least, experience serious limitations in recognizing flight of
time as well as an obvious reduction in the recall of basic activities.
It is not uncommon for family members to become concerned about
the patient's unreasonable demands for food. For example, within an
hour after consuming a full meal, such a patient may emphatically
demand another complete meal. Once the internal food pressures are
no longer noted by the patient there seems to be no recall of having
eaten earlier. Despite the fact that the family members carefully
remind him that it has been but an hour since he has had a full meal,
the patient continues to demand additional food. Overeating contrib-
utes to obvious increase in fatigue. Expanding tiredness often initiates
physiological withdrawal from any kind of activity. If a patient is
unable to comprehend the dangers involved in such behavior he is
obviously not ready for concentration on any abstract. adjustment,

Visual Disruptions. Be constantly aware of possible disruptions in
visual acuity. Such deficits can contribute to an expansion of demoral-
ization. Some patients have exaggerated startle responses when they
suddenly detect others approaching them from the paralyzed side of
the body. They are often thoroughly upset and meaningful language
interaction can be lost, When we observe repetitions of startle and
confusion we must hasten to provide the patient's physician with a
detailed account of the occurrences. Total semivistral blindnes or any
variation thereof may be most difficult to detect. This is particularly
true when the patient cannot tell us what has happened to him. The
catastrophic impact of visual deficits must be emphasized strongly.
Repeated startle episodes often result in an attempt to withdraw from
any social interaction. Men profelonal persons lack a reasonable
understanding of this problem it appears that the patients are afforded
no choice but that of developing a total feeling of rejection. This, of
course, does not contribute to success in reestablishing communication
and podalitation.

Auditory Chat!" Keep in mini that there may be a disruption in
the eighth nerve function of the paralyzed side of the body. It is not
uncommon for many patients to indicate an auditory reduction through
difficulty in detecting the source of sound. Again we must be sure that
we are communkating with the patient on the undamaged side of the
body in attempting to determine if there is conti,rous damage in
understanding, an actual change in the eighth nerve tract or both.

It is advisable to use audiological techniques that are suitable for the
very young child. By using simple testing procedures we may more
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accurately assist the patient to circumvent further obstacles in the
adjustment pattern. Audiologists should most assuredly be included
in all evaluative and retraining procedures. It is imperative to admin-
ister auditory rechecks at least every 6 weeks to assist us in understand-
ing the appropriateness of language responses. It may take several
appointments to complete the entire sequence of an auditory evalua-
tion. Always be careful to avoid lengthy concentration upon abstract
content. Restrict the length of time for each session, extent of language
stimulation and, above all, be constantly scanning the patient's level
of physiological exhaustion.

Disordered Surroundings. There are numerous reports of perfee-
tionistie orderliness that seems to accompany even slight cortical dam-
age. Such behavior appears to be readily appropriate among patients
who have visual disruptions. Keep in mind that many individuals are
attempting to establish a higher level of security by regulating their
surroundings. True, the brain-damaged patient tends to behave in an
exaggerated manner, hence the concern for systematic organization
may appear excessive. It is also true that abstract intellectual ability
seems to he further diminished when environmental disorder occurs.
Many patients will attempt to stack the paper, books, or open the paper
clips scattered on the desk before they are willing to concentrate on any
interpersonal communication. Eliminate distractions, clean up be/ore
they arrive. A majority of patients seek to retain an immaculate ap-
pearance and seem overly concerned about their clothing, hair arrange-
ment, coametics, and even their fingernails. This may well be Inter-
preted as an attempt to retain some kind of social acceptance. These
persons are often realistically concerned with their personal com-
petency so help thandon't condemn their attempts.

epileptic Attacks. Epilepsy is often difficult for the physician to
detect during the patient's relatively brief May in the hospital. We
should be well acquainted with the varied typos of epileptic behavior-
ism Do that the physician may be informed of our observations. Even
though a specific type of seizure has been diagnosed the severity
among repeated assaults may be altered. When milder attacks occur,
the patient can hare a relatively accurate awareness of surrounding
activities and may also understand the majority of conversations be-
tween others in his prerence---oo watch your tongue! As he gradually
motets he is apt to suffer increased psychological disruptions as he
recalls the verbalizations of thee* around him. Be evvedingly care-
ful to maintain a axe and confidential contact with the patient's
physician, he will appreciate your observation_. Most importantly, the
patient will benefit when the threat of severe or even light convulsions
can be minimized. The cessation of repeated attacks will assuredly im-
prove pH-attitudes and expand the possibility of language recovery.
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In a vast number of instances, these patients objectivity and memory
span are severely diminished for a period of several days after an
attackbe sure he is ready to return for further training.

FAMILIAL MANAGEMENT

We are obligated to provide an extensive guidance for the families
of our dysphasia cases. Far too often these families remain totally
isolated from the patient and the agencies that might help them. They
are forced to function in terms of erroneous guesses, fears, and un-
wittingly rejections. Professional persons must remember that when
any clinical evaluation is based solely upon a casual impression of
familial stability, unforgiveable blunders can ensue. There can be
little hope for our brain damaged clients until we understand fully the
attitudes of others around them. This understanding cannot be based
on casual or brief consultations. Families are in dire need of warm
factual guidance if they are to establish any semblance of stable sup-
port for their loved ones.

Even the well members of the patient's environment can experience a
disturbance in the use of language. Some talk excessively, almost fran-
tically, but make little sense in their state of confused misery. They
chatter nonsense. Conversely, others react by becoming dreadfully
silent, apparently fearful of verbalising their concerns. Most of these
persons, at either extreme, are in need of help. Both groups are un-
clear; both are over-Anxious and just cannot communicate either to their
own satisfaction or to that of their listeners. Many of them are con.
tinuously fearful that they ere in part to blame for the patient's ill-

ness or for its continuance,. If this negative behavior persists it may
become wore and further devastate their patient's recovery. We must
recognise our limitations and refer the chronically disturbed to those
professional persons who are qualified to evaluste their emotional
states.

&elm, Disraptielts. In due time, there is apt to be some degree of
anxiety regarding sexual concepts of the marital union. Such mental
adjustments are lavishly discussed in the professional literature in
psychiatry and psychology, hut the literature dealing with the kvsphe-
tie per se is sadly lacking in this particular aspect. A vast percentage
of the patient's wives or husbands will, if given an opportunity d:s-

cmi sexual concerns about both their mates and themselves. For the
most. part, an underdending of their patient's change in sexual drives
and the probability of adequate recovery is readily effective. The speech
clinician must again work closely with the physician. We must also
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remember nearly all degrees of personality deviations reveal symptoms
of sexual instability and often interferes with willingness to discuss
them. Frigidity and impotence can be the ultimate consequence follow-
ing a neurological damage to the marital partner. We should readily
recognize that the dysph ftga3 may lose motivation for any social recov-
ery or lack any desire for language recovery as this kind of rejection
is experienced.

By the time the distraught members of the family come to us, they
are likely to be fed up with cold factual inquisitions. They desire
something more than being viewed as an entry on a statistical table.
If we have made proper preparation for the contact, the basic medical
facts and social summary are already in the clinical folder. If not,
simply get the name and address of their attending physician. In due
time, a vast amount of information will be forthcoming from all the
members of the family, onoo they sense congenial freedom for their dis-
cussions. Don't be a normal person: be abnormallisten to them I But
most of all, don't be a pokerfaced listener. These families need observ-
able indications that we are hearing what they say. The world is al-
ready too full of unresponsive fencepoets. Hardly anything does as
much good as a wann smile, a raised eyebrow, or interested gleam in
the eyes of the listener, a brief verbal reflection of what they have been
saying. A good clinician is sincerely interested in hearing them and
he lets it be seen. In time, family groups become good listeners, their
questions become more meaningful as we assist them to clarify their
inquiries. Most dysphasio patients are a product of their environment
and it must be reasonably stable if they are to reacquire a satisfactory
existence.

Varied Familial eanatellationt. There are numerous varieties of
familial constellations related to the problems of cbspbs.sia and each
requires careful consideration. There are no rigid clinical routines ap-
propriate for each and all and we must remember to take into account
the following variations: (1) the age levels of the patient and his (her)
mate; (2) the education and employment background; (8) the racial
activities that the patient and mate pall kul a rly enjoy (4) mental and
physical health of the patient's mate; (8) emotional attachment be-
tween husband and wife and other members of the family; (8) the
ages of the children within the household; (7) the parental adjust-
ments to youngsters and ?lee versa; (8) the inter -child relationship and
(0) the overall 'odal drives of the family group. Obviously this is but
a partial listing of the numerous variations but it is essentially a basic
cote of those most commonly seen. As Mated keretofore, I is no
one approach that will satisfy ell families and this fact aloe "ongly
supports regulated consulte.iono over an attentive period of time.

Help for th Elderly. A significant percentage of the kvsphasio pa-
tients referred to our clinks are beyond the age of retirements Varied
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degrees of senility have developed among some of these patients and
their acquaintances. Continuously bear in mind that some of the el-
derly stroke patients may have been eaten& vely senile before their ac-
cident.. Such may also bo true of their "well" mates; that is, they too
may have become senile several years prior to our contacting them. 13e
sure to clear the air before you initiate extensive counseling procedures.
Should you observe symptoms similar to senility, refer these family
members to medical personnel immediettly.

It Is particularly important for us to bear in mind that elderly per-
sons tend to resist directions from the "youngsters" of society. Their
attitudes are quite similar to oars and they subconsciously feel the same
way toward us, the "kids" of the professional world. If we are careful
to avoi I immediate and extensive direction, positive results are more
apt to be forthcoming. They must "feel us out" in order to gain confi-
dence in our suggestions.

A reminderand this is always to be kept in mind : many elderly pa-
dente have strong positive drives and the neurological ability to regain
varied levels of former activities. Hear then out before you reject
them. Such persons are intensely interested in how they may help their
patients but can only provide appropriate assistance in the light of
objective fact. We clinicians cannot work alone--but very few patients
progress without appropriate insights and assistance on the part of the
family members.

Pretylirement Yearn. The role of the wife of the dysphesio patient
is not an easy one. All ems of anxieties arise and we must do our
utmost to assist in lessening her tensions and avoid creating added
neptivisms in her husband's self-attitude. Many of these wives are
going to find it necessary to seek employment. Those who work full
time are often afforded time off for the necessary clinical contacts.

There are but very few instances where the wives are unable to keep
at least one day-time appointment a week. If this is not possible, we
are professionally and personally obligated to provide evening or week-
end appointments for these persons. We have numerous opportunities
to alter our schedulest hceee wives have none.

The discussion thus far has net meant to imply that the husbands
of stricken patients are comparatively free from anxiety and sincere
concern. In fact, they are quite often more teaumatited with feelings
of guilt based on the feeling that they must unavoidably neglect the
spouses They have to keep working in order to pay past bills. Not
many have ever made their beds beforts let alone done any washing,
ironing and cooking aside from charcoal broiling some meats in the
back yard on Sunday aftenexme After the wife has suffered a trauma,
self-pity may dominate the husband's concerns. Ile is lost and alone
and helpless Just a little attention from us at such a time often reaps
mammoth rewards. The dysphasia patients stand little chance of posi-
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tire results from our clinical activities union extensive security reigns
at home.

As we concentrate upon any type of speech disorder it is evident
that interpersonal adjustments have en obvious bearing upon the
success of our clinical procedures. This is particularly true of the
dysphasia adult because his progress is relatively dependent upon
both the pre and poet traumatic familial relationships. Clinical per-
sonnel should take at least an introductory course in marriage and
family management, A basic knowledge of this process will assist the
detection of subtle disruptions and stimulate referral to a qualified
counselor. Very few persons, damaged or not, are capable of satisfac-
tory progress when blind emotionality dominates their every move.
Remember, regardless of the educational achievements observed among
these families, simple clarity of expression is the tool of utmost im-
portance for the clinician. We are conditioned to impress our col-
leagues with our abstract language difficulties, but what a shame, even
they have a hard time following us and rice versa. Concentrate on
the purpose of the familial contact and use language that they can
understand.

Offspring in Ms House. It stands to reason Ost the children also
experience a devastation in their personal security when a parent
suffers a cerebral insult. When we fail to take this into account our
professional, let alone personal efficiency is seriously impaired. Regard-
less of a specific maturation level of the offspring, a sudden organic
change in either parent is indeed traurnetiaing. Children feel these
changer keenly. We are obligated to help the nondamaged parent
understand the plight of the offspring and thus regain reasonable
security for them within tie household. Often it is important to coun-
sel the children too. They are a major portion of the constellation and
they have serious concerns for the welfare of each family member.
They want to help and will help if the are regarded as normally
capable persons. True, their background of experience is limited, they
simply need appropriate understanding of the problem of dysphasia.
They can also moist us to understand the problems of both their parents.
Often to the therapist, they provide an inside pathway to follow as
he approaches the parent, We must also give the youngsters an oppor-
tunity to see us privately, talk about their school work, dances, games,
home chores and general patterns of coexistence with the *Omsk
parent. It it amazing how well they MI express themselves once they
feel secure and realize that we listen with utmost interest, They will
probably be more honest than you suspected possible and will often
reveal pertinent interrelationships of their parents. Most of all, the
children will want some specific guidance rather than theoretical
discussions. They utast to have help. We need their help If we are

to be successful in our contacts with their sick parent.
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Drill your patients to your heart's content if you must, but don't
anticipate progress when your patient's family is left without under-
standing. When we are guilty of neglecting the patient's familial
constellation it is we (all professions) who are to blame for any
clinical failures. Remember this before making unwarranted negative
assumptions about your patient's lack of neurological recovery. No
patient can see the cause and effect relationships when those persons
closest to him are equally uninformed and distraught,

GUIDING THE PATIENT

Having joined other fellow patients on the rugged pathway from
a cortical insult, I have found it necessary to join them in questioning
some of our common professional views. Let us first consider the so-
called varieties of dysphasiu. Many classifications of aphasia appear
expressly designed to lessen or even terminate whatever chances for
behavioral progress may be "cent. How sAordd we classify lingual
losses or reductions? Can we really evo. be really sure that the reduc-
tion of ability in ore? expression represents a lesser severity of impair-
ment than the ability to understand the utterances of others or the op-
posite? The dysphasic patient's survival is precarious enough without
added anxiety due to unwarranted clinical suppositions. Unless the
categories of language reduction are supported by the unwavering
facts, the 4iagnosis may lead to clinical behaviors on the part of the
therapist which will thoroughly confuse the patients

The complex network of neural pathways within the hemisphere of
the brain prohibit isolated damage for any one aspect of behavior,
When there is a deficit in language expression there is alo inevitably
a modification in the understanding of languages uttered by other
persons. So it is with personal adjustments and intellectual function-
ing as shown in reading and writing and other symbolic procelem Any
specific reductions in comprehension or exprmion are variable from
day to day. On Monday the patient may make term when he talks
to you; on Tuesday, he not only fails to speak sensibly, but even Ap-
i^ are to lack the comprehension he had shown before,

A. majority of stricken patients retain some ability to utilize lan-
guage. Those few who show no evidence of spontaneous recovery in
language may do so merely because they have failed to regain SAMOA
energies to do more than exist, The problem presented by these patients
is always global, not partial. The interrelationships between redue-
lions in language, emotions, intellect and health must be continuously
in the minds of all professional personnel who work with the dys-
phasic, Professional poems in all areas of rehabilitation al! need
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assistance in detecting potential function which has been hidden or
overlooked. All of them must be very wary of tagging the patient
with diagnostic labels which may not be deserved. Otherwise the pa-
tient will again be insulted. For this latter reason, if none other, in
my opinion only, one major label seems necessary to categorize the
trauma: D rSPIIASIAA combined disturbance in communication,
intellect, emotional stability and overall health,

]tow then shall we evaluate the problem presented by a patient with
dysphasia, We may find it wiser to begin with some simple questions.
"Is the reduced comprehension the result of (1) anxiety and depres-
sion, or (2) intellectual devastation and deficit, or (8) predominately,
a damage to the cortex leading to reduction in language control or (4)
a combination of all these!" At the present time, wo are usually unable
to isolate any one of these factors with precision. Until we can be sure,
beyond any doubt, that the problems in vocabulary reception are solely
the result of a specific cortical destruction, it seems most advisable to
refrain from any rigid classification. Too often our diagnostic labels
blind us to the true state of affairs and prevent further objective in-
vestigation. Consequently, we often defeat the patients' efforts to re-
OWN by our diagnosis.

How do normal persons attempt to protect themselves from reveal-
ing their felt weaknesses? One technique is that of incemant chatter.
By dominating the conversation with this chatter, we keep others from
recognizing our inadequacieswe hope I Most of us have done just this
at certain times. Though your listeners were undoubtedly bored with
your gabbing, you often felt, safer in your flood of verbal trivia. Nu-
merous patients have told us that they have often done just this. I, too,
employed such a defense when shortened attention spans raised a dev-
astating head. It made me feel better to camouflage my sense of futility
with chatter. I felt a compulsive need of controlling my listeners and
even though I know it was uncomfortable for them, I felt safer in
rambling on. My listeners often seemed to feel I knew not what I was
doing. They felt compelled to interrupt ne and wore me out with silly
reiterations of what I had said, whether it made sense or not. Or they
would ask me a specific question or change the topic. Each time these
reactions occurred It left rue with but one choicecomplete silence.
Despair then reigned and stimulated imtnt,aate withdrawal from com-
municative interaction. When my professional colleagues responded in
this way, I had to flee home where my neighbors and members of my
family permitted more freedom for these eitpressive ramblings. There
I was told that most of my apparent random vetbosities had strong
trat.09 of sense when they really listened to me. It seems that my neigh-
bors were not suffering from the negative influence of professional
prigs.
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Far too often we impede the dysphasic's potential progress with un-
realistic pressures and useless drills administered too soon. We should
avoid the involvement of any patient for routine language training
until after his physician finds real evidence of overall progress in
health; until the psychologist has determined improvement in personal
and intellectual abilities; and when the family has reported positive
progress in social adjustments. Why must we hurry? The dysphasic
is very susceptible to time pressure. ,

. How long should we wait to test the patient's language and intel-
lectual ability after the cortical episode? It is impossible to establish a
specific time for all patients since even those with the least damago
show wide variations of automatic recovery time. Furthermore, we
are truly unable to define "automatic" or "spontaneous" recovery. A
number of persons are bathed in verbal stimulation, others get but very
little encouragement and there are those who receive no help at all.
Some patients are said to have a mild impairment. When we carefully
consider each patient's altered self-concept, his weak energies and
familial and social disruptions it is difficult to ever use the word "mild."

To avoid the usage of single-word diagnostic labels, it is wiser to
describe the day-to-day consistencies and inconsistencies. Any behavior,
verbal or not, seem to havo varying peaks of efficiency. Remember that
all reaction is a process operation not a statistically predictable occur-
rence. The most minute variations often become major contributions
to the process of recovery. The pattern of progress is, of course, very
gradual and more apparent month-to-month than week-to-week and
particularly day-to-day. Any conclusion from a 1-day clinical evalua-
tion is obviously incomplete and too often extremely detrimental. We
must not apply speculative labels to human beings or write them in our
records. It seems that Hugh' ings Jackson was indeed a most insightful
person. He was convinced that extensive observations must first be ac-
complished before any clinical generalizations can be made and even
then such conclusions should be readily alterable as new facts appear.

Be sure that the clinical room is a quiet one. Eliminate as many dis-
tractions as possible; keep the environment orderly and converse natu-
rally to help the person retain confidence in himself. These persons are
"slow of thinking and reacting." But few of them are excessively hard
of hearing. They have an emotional-intellectual deafness, so we must
converse with them accordingly. We must casually slow down our own
rate of utterance until the patient demonstrates an increase in the ra-
pidity of his responses. In due time, most of them regain some quick-
ness of understanding of your utterances. When this occurs and not
before, increase the amount and rate of your own verbal outflow. Our
major purpose is that of stimulating the patient.to make attempts at
wad responses. Though the response may be "jargonish" when he is
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trying, and is appropriately rewarded for his attempts, positive results
will tend to ensue.

Brain damaged persons can be easily distraught by printed material.
Even clear photography lacks dimensions of depth. Pictures are flat
and the objects there in are reduced in size and shape; they are im-
mobile and untouchable. Moreover, commercial sets of pictures con-
tain objects that most persons rarely verbalize. Use real objects and
common ones. Very few of our clients live in an elaborate setting;
most of the household furnishings are simple in design. Talk about
the things and the activities they know well. The patient is going to
have a daily need for certain words to fulfill his vital personal needs
and his comfort. If for no other reason, the clinical environment should
be devoid of a desk and filing cabinets. These objects pose a threat
to anyone because of their formality and negative identifications with
past tensions. Our cases don't feel academia nor are they ready to
incorporate a business-like attitude. A simply ftirnished livingroom
facility for language therapy is no more costly than the usual office
furnishings of desks, chairs and storage files. It is important for
us to work on the words that the patient will need immediately in
order that he will receive due reward for his efforts. There is no need
for pictures of clothing, our patients are clothed all day, hence the
stimulus is continuous.

My professional friends and colleagues were somewhat distraught
with my complete rejection of their commercial language drills, ma-
chines and books. I, too, was disturbed with my negative reactions but
I could not bear the insult of "grade school academics." Many words,
phrases and questions felt like the sharp edges of a razor blade im-
mediately severing any desire to express anything but purple pro-
fanity. "Read this ! Say this ! Build a house I Drive a car !" I was
paralyzed and such a statement quickly reminded me of my physical
uselessness. "Build a house I" It was quite probable that I might never
return to my role as a family wage earner and my home was then in
danger of being lost to the finance company. "Build a house !" I had
no use for such a statement.. I would not put such a phrase in my
mouth even if I could. It meant nothing to my social survival and
this was my primary concern. A blur of all these signal reactions
erased the statement from my consciousness and I responded with the
usual "Goddamm it all 1" Again, I caution you to use words, phrases,
and statements that have a positive meaning to daily use and the re-
covery process from wordlessness. I must also remind you that most
patients have but little use for reading and writing for many months
or even years on end. Postpone these kinds of activities until the pa-
tient reveals a need and not before.

In many instances, the recovery of language proceeds no faster than
language acquired during infancy. The more successful you are with
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the familial education, counseling and guidance, the less often you
will need to see the patient. He can have far more stimulation and
need for language in a good home environment than in any clinical
facility. Biweekly contacts with familial members the first month to
8 weeks should have precedent over frequent appointments with the
patient. The numbor of visitations per week is dependent upon the
patient's overall health and energies. Let us also bear in mind that
many patients' husbands or wives must maintain their employment
and this will also dictate the frequency of visitations. From an ideal
view point, daily contact is most effective during the first month of
enrollment. This not only assists in lessening the patient's reduced
memory span, but it will also aid his family to raise the pertinent
questions that may otherwise be. forgotten. The family members under
such a regime seem to demonstrate clinical insights much more quickly
and provide earlier assistance for the patient at home. A decrease in
clinical visitations is in order after you are satisfied that improved
household insights are relatively stable. By the end of the second
month, weekly appointments with the patient should suffice but keep
your clinical door and/or phone open to the family group. If you do
not hear from them then place a call yourself. The loss of effective
communication is completely demoralizing, particularly when such
persons must make frequent and often useless trips to clinical quarters.
The appointments should be appropriate to each patient's individual
needs. c i

How long should we make ourselves available! Even the most
positive degree of self-confidence will nave a shadow of negativism
for years to come. Only our clients can answer this. We can only make
sure they know that we will be available should they feel the need for
supportive counsel, A few moments of our time can save months of
recuperative progress. Be their complaining handkerchief, their wail-
ingwall if they need one, in order for them to save their courage for
maximal social adjustments. Always be their trusted friend, let them
guide your decision for dismissal.
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